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Contemporary Neonatal Intensive Care Units collect vast
amounts of patient data in various formats, making efficient
processing of information by medical professionals difficult.
Moreover, different stakeholders in the neonatal scenario,
which include parents as well as staff occupying different
roles, have different information requirements. This paper
describes recent and ongoing work on building systems that
automatically generate textual summaries of neonatal data.
Our evaluation results show that the technology is viable and
comparable in its effectiveness for decision support to exist-
ing presentation modalities. We discuss the lessons learned
so far, as well as the major challenges involved in extend-
ing current technology to deal with a broader range of data
types, and to improve the textual output in the form of more
coherent summaries.
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1. Introduction
Information overload is a pervasive problem in
many environments, particularly those in which hu-
man decision-making is based on extensive datasets
which are collected (semi-)automatically and at regu-
lar intervals. For example, contemporary weather fore-
casting relies heavily on Numerical Weather Predic-
tion (NWP) models, which can generate predictions of
several weather parameters (e.g. wind speed), at thou-
sands of different locations at various points during
the day [119]. Similarly, gas turbines often have sev-
eral sensors (for example, to monitor exhaust emis-
sions), which sample data with very high frequency
[129]. Such large volumes of data are difficult for hu-
mans to digest and interpret. On the other hand, miss-
ing important patterns or trends in the data can com-
promise decision-making, with potentially deleterious
consequences.
Currently, the technology of choice for managing
such large volumes of information is visualisation.
However, there has been a recent surge of interest
in data-to-text systems, which use Natural Language
Generation (NLG) techniques to generate textual sum-
maries of data [101]. This paper discusses a family of
knowledge-based data-to-text systems currently being
developed within the BabyTalk Project1, which em-
ploy NLG techniques to provide decision support in a
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)2. As patient care
standards improve, the demand for continuous moni-
toring and data collection is on the increase in these
units. Therefore, medical staff need to process large
quantities of information in order to ensure that clini-
1http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/research/babytalk/
2The medical terminology used at various points throughout the
paper is defined in the Glossary provided in the Appendix.
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cal decisions are maximally beneficial to an infant. The
systems we describe aim to reduce this information
overload through the use of NLG techniques. Moreover,
they target different user groups, namely nurses, doc-
tors and family members or friends. These groups have
different information requirements and may also have
different levels of expertise.
Although the systems we describe share a number of
features with existing data-to-text systems – not least
their heavy reliance on domain knowledge – they dif-
fer in that they employ a diverse set of techniques
to summarise data, including medical signal analysis,
knowledge-based reasoning and natural language gen-
eration (NLG). Rather than give an exhaustive descrip-
tion of a specific system (for which the reader is re-
ferred to [122,96]), our aim in this paper is to discuss
the overall vision behind the project and to highlight,
through specific examples, a number of theoretical and
practical challenges that arise in using NLG for deci-
sion support in the medical domain. Two of these are
particularly central to the work described here.
The role of NLG in relation to other modalities If the
feasibility of NLG technology for decision support in
the NICU is to be demonstrated, it must be compared
against the current presentation modality of choice,
namely information visualisation, various applications
of which have been described in a medical context
[70]. The main question that arises in this context is
therefore What can NLG contribute that is not already
provided by a visual presentation?. We do not intend
to argue that NLG should replace visualisation; rather,
our intention is to explore the feasibility of using NLG
technology in the medical domain, and to attempt to
identify some of its contributions. As part of this inves-
tigation, we have developed an initial prototype sys-
tem, BT-45, which was evaluated in an off-ward ex-
periment with clinicians. This experiment compared its
utility as a decision support tool to that of a particular
form of visualisation which is currently in use in the
NICU, as well as to human-authored text. The system
and the evaluation have been described in detail else-
where [122,96]. Here, we summarise the salient points
in Section 4, focussing primarily on the evaluation re-
sults and their implications for our ongoing work.
Meeting user-specific requirements Staff roles in an
ICU are well defined and any new technology has to
suit the work flows associated with them [115]. It has
been shown that different roles (doctor vs. nurse) and
different levels of seniority and experience give rise
to differences in staff understanding and use of clin-
ical concepts, suggesting that decision support inter-
faces need to cater for different user groups [38,36].
The variety of people occupying different roles in the
NICU therefore precludes a single, ‘one size fits all’ so-
lution to the text generation problem and makes it nec-
essary to tailor summaries to the requirements of spe-
cific user groups. For example, at the start of a shift,
nurses require the sort of information that will help
them to plan patient care over the next six- to twelve-
hour period, while doctors tend to need information
that is directly relevant to decisions about diagnosis
and treatment. In addition to medical professionals,
another class of stakeholders in the NICU consists of
parents, family and friends, whose information needs
will depend on how close they are to the patient, and
who will tend to prefer a non-technical summary of
salient events. Tailoring text generation to these users
has consequences for processing at every level, from
the stage at which reasoning is carried out to generate
abstractions from data, to the stages where content is
selected for inclusion in a summary, and rendered as
text. The challenges of meeting user requirements are
currently being met in the development of three sys-
tems, BT-NURSE, BT-FAMILY and BT-CLAN. These are
described in Section 5.
The above challenges have some obvious connec-
tions to issues that have been topical in the Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) literature for some time,
particularly where presentation modalities and user-
adaptation are concerned. What distinguishes the work
described here from work in HCI is its emphasis on
Natural Language Generation techniques, and the un-
derlying hypothesis that language is an ideal modality
in which to present information – perhaps in conjunc-
tion with other modalities – and adapt it to the require-
ments of different users. We discuss the motivation for
this hypothesis in Section 3.1. Another feature of the
present work that distinguishes it from typical HCI ap-
proaches is its emphasis on evaluation with actual tar-
get users, something that remains a challenge for cur-
rent HCI methodologies [94]. Our approach to evalua-
tion is made clear in our description of the evaluation
experiment for BT-45 (Section 4) and in our current
plans for evaluation for the BT-NURSE system (Section
5.1.1).
A related area which is of direct relevance to the
present work is that of Clinical Decision Support Sys-
tems, which are discussed in Section 3.2. While such
systems are designed to impart information, they are
different from the systems described here in that (a)
they do not tend to involve a significant component
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for automatic summary generation; and (b) they tend
to be designed to fulfil a recommendation role, point-
ing out possible courses of action that a user can take
given a particular state of affairs. In contrast, the sys-
tems described here, while making heavy use of rea-
soning techniques to perform abstractions from data
and to infer relationships between events of medical
importance, nevertheless stop short of recommending
courses of action, opting instead for a more descrip-
tive summary. As explained in Section 3.2, this is mo-
tivated in part by the finding that expert users are resis-
tant to receiving direct recommendations by automated
means.
In addition to the above challenges, a project of
this nature, which borders on several sub-fields of AI,
brings to light several questions of a theoretical and
practical nature, whose relevance extends beyond the
immediate, domain-specific concerns of the systems
being developed. These questions, which we discuss at
length in Section 6, fall into two main categories.
Challenges in developing data-to-text systems Sys-
tems that bring together information from a variety of
sources must be prepared to deal with data in several
different formats and integrate them into a single, co-
herent presentation that will be of some benefit to the
end user. The desirability of achieving coherence in
information presentation imposes requirements at all
stages of the NLG architecture. The sheer volume of
the data places a heavy burden on the task of select-
ing the right content and structuring it in a way that
maximises the potential benefit of a summary. It also
raises the question of how this data should best be pre-
sented. Since much of this data is temporal in nature,
and relationships such as causal and associative links
abound, we are exploring the relevance of work on nar-
rative structure as a way of presenting information in
the form of a ‘story’, which is told with one or more
communicative goals in mind. The temporal dimension
is therefore crucial; hence, temporal reasoning and rea-
soning with uncertain information also become rele-
vant, particularly because not all data will be stored and
managed with the same degree of accuracy and relia-
bility. Some of this information may even be present in
the form of unstructured text, necessitating the use of
Information Extraction and/or Natural Language Un-
derstanding techniques. We address each of these is-
sues in turn in Section 6.1.
Implications for decision support and information
management An important question, which we have
already hinted at, relates to what the higher-level
goal of a summary should be, that is, whether it
should seek to make explicit recommendations, as
many current Clinical Decision Support Systems do,
or whether it should describe events, perhaps empha-
sising some over others. Research on the effectiveness
of recommendation-based CDSSs has yielded conflict-
ing results [42]. A different approach might be to high-
light important events in the data, leaving it up to the
user to determine the best course of action. A second,
more practical, question relates to whether data-to-text
technology, in conjunction with other techniques such
as visualisation, holds promise as a way of bringing
together information from multiple sites, making them
available to a broad, multilingual network of users. We
speculate on both of these question in Section 6.2.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We
will first (Section 2) give a description of the kinds of
data that are collected in the NICU and the different
ways in which they need to be processed. Here, we also
give some examples of medical summaries which are
used to motivate our approach. This is followed in Sec-
tion 3 by a review of related work , focussing in partic-
ular on the role of language in information transfer, and
the potential role of NLG as a decision support tech-
nology, in comparison to visualisation and expert sys-
tems. We then address the challenges outlined above,
first describing our initial prototype system (Section 4),
and then giving an overview of work in progress on the
systems that are under development for the main user
groups identified above (Section 5). Finally, in Section
6, we address the broader challenges and their impli-
cations against the background of our ongoing work.
Section 7 concludes with some remarks about future
directions.
2. Data in the NICU and the BabyTalk vision
A patient in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit is usu-
ally a premature infant with health complications, who
requires life support, continuous monitoring and treat-
ment for a period ranging from a few weeks to several
months. Contemporary NICUs collect large quantities
of data about these infants. In the drive to enhance pa-
tient safety and improve decision making through ac-
curate record-keeping, much of this data is being stored
electronically and is accessed routinely by doctors and
nurses in the course of a shift. The NICU data that is the
focus of the BabyTalk project comes from the Neona-
tal Unit at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, one of the
project partners, and is collected through an electronic
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Fig. 1. Time series display of physiological information. The bottom panel of the interface displays database entries at the time being displayed.
medical record (EMR) system called Badger 3TM, built
by Clevermed Ltd [22]. The system is accessed by doc-
tors and nurses at the cotside. The data collected and
displayed by the system falls into a number of cate-
gories, described below.
Continuously sampled physiological data Values from
different physiological parameters (referred to as chan-
nels) are sampled automatically via sensors, typically
at a rate of 1Hz. Channels include Heart Rate (HR),
mean blood pressure (Mean BP) and Oxygen Satura-
tion (SPO2). Given the sampling frequency, the data
from a particular channel constitute a high-density
time series; the total amount of physiological data col-
lected from a single patient over a single 12-hour shift
can run into several megabytes. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample of this information, as displayed by the Bad-
ger system. The figure displays time series plots for
9 different physiological channels (the panel labelled
temperatures actually plots both core and peripheral
temperature), only six of which are actually being
recorded.
Numeric data from lab results and observations An-
other kind of numeric data in our domain comes from
Blood Gas (04:04)
PH 7.34
CO2 6.37
PO2 8.02
BE -0.3
Haemoglobin 18.7
. . . . . .
Glucose 3.8
Lactate 1.7
Fig. 2. Example of sporadically sampled numeric data
laboratory results and observations that are entered
in the database sporadically. These data can also be
viewed as a time series, but in contrast to the continu-
ously sampled data, they are not as dense, and may be
sampled at irregular intervals. As an example, Figure 2
gives the details of the results of a blood gas analysis.
This is a laboratory test used to measure various pa-
rameters in the blood and is taken at regular intervals,
with results entered in the database. These data can
also be displayed with the time series plots as shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 1; in this instance, a blood
gas result is noted to have been received at 04:04. This
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class of data also includes a series of hourly obser-
vations made about the patient, recording parameters
such as respiratory rate and other values related to a
baby’s respiratory support.
Ventilation information
Ventilation CMV
Phototherapy single
Intravenous fluids amino acids
Adequate urine volume yes
Stools meconium
Drugs Benzypenicillin
Gentamycin
Nystatin cream
Nystatin suspension
Fig. 3. Example of sporadically recorded symbolic data
Symbolic data Electronic forms are used to store in-
formation about a variety of events during the course
of a shift. These include nursing actions, medical di-
agnoses and treatments, and information related to a
baby’s parents and guardians. Though sparser than the
numeric and physiological data, the variety of types of
information stored nevertheless make the amount col-
lected over a single shift significant. As an example,
Figure 3 displays various items of information, includ-
ing the baby’s current respiratory support, whether or
not the baby is undergoing phototherapy, the medica-
tion s/he is on, and details about feeding and fluids.
Free text data In addition to structured input, doctors
and nurses can also enter observations and comments
in the form of free (unstructured) text. These notes of-
ten include observations about a patient’s state, such as
whether s/he is stable or distressed. Occasionally, the
free text notes serve to give some justification or expla-
nation for events entered through the structured forms.
An example of a free text note for this patient is shown
below. This note makes observations related to the pa-
tient’s respiration and circulation.
Had desaturation down to 65’s, FIO2 increased up to 29%,
colour slightly dusky, takes time to recover.
2.1. Record-keeping versus integrating information
Record-keeping systems such as the one described
above make data storage and retrieval highly efficient.
However, the way in which information can be ac-
cessed has certain limitations.
One limitation, already noted in Section 1, is related
to the modality of presentation. The visualisation of
physiological data does not highlight important pat-
terns or trends in the time series, placing the burden
of discovery on the viewer. This means that it is up to
the nurse or doctor to spot important events such as
sudden drops in heart rate, or fluctuations in temper-
ature. While this is relatively easy for an experienced
person, it is a skill that tends to be acquired over time
and relatively inexperienced staff may be more likely
to miss important information. Moreover, even experi-
enced doctors and nurses are likely to make occasional
errors [3].
A second, perhaps more important, limitation is that
information is available in a piecemeal fashion, that
is, the user can look up the information under spe-
cific headings, using different forms and displays, but
there is no single location which brings together all
potentially related data items, telling a coherent story
which highlights clinically important events. A good
example of this involves nurse shift summaries, which
are produced at the end of every twelve hour shift.
The current patient information system partially over-
comes this limitation in that it automatically generates
a shift summary report which brings together several
data items, as well as additional notes entered manu-
ally by a nurse. Information is presented under specific
headings, broadly corresponding to different physio-
logical systems and functions, such as respiration, cir-
culation, and fluids and feeds. An example summary,
covering the same period from which the previous
examples were drawn, is shown in Figure 4(a). This
shows the parts of the summary that are relevant to a
patient’s respiration, though, as shown in the Figure,
some information appears under the headings Circu-
latory, Notes and Other. The information under these
headings is displayed on different parts of the screen,
separated by several other pieces of information per-
taining to other topics. Moreover, the selection of the
data items collected is static - it does not depend on
the current clinical context. So, for example, what is
included or omitted does not depend on its current im-
portance, or on whether it has any bearing on treatment
decisions. Also, there is no way to highlight trends and
patterns in time series unless these happen to be in-
cluded in a free text note and then included in the man-
ually entered section of the shift summary.
The summary format in Figure 4(a) is fairly stan-
dard, and has the benefit of organising information in a
way familiar to a nurse, while permitting easy lookup.
However, presenting information in such a compart-
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Respiratory
Respiratory support: CMV
Inspired oxygen: 26.00 % or lpm
Oxygen range % From:21 To: 26
Oxygen saturation range From:88 To: 94
Respiratory notes: On CMV pre-16/4, FIO2-26%,
BR-20bpm.
Notes
Quite settled night. Active, pink. Remains on CMV mode
overnight. [...] BLd.gas done and acceptable. Had 1x
desaturations down to 60’s, colour slight dusky needing
increased FIO2 and pressure increased to 16/4.
Cirulatory
Had desaturation down to 65’s, FIO2 increased up
to 29%, colour slightly dusky, takes time to recover.
Informed the doctor and vent settings adjusted, pressure
increased to 16/4. Suctioning done obtained 1 mucoid
dirty secretions from ETT and orally.
Other
22:40 SBR in bld.gas 98, started on single phototheraphy.
23:49 Bld. gas done/seen, ventilator setting adjusted pre-
14/4.
(a) Excerpts from a nurse shift summary displayed by the sys-
tem in use at the NICU, which brings together free text notes
and other data on a single screen. Parts headed in boldface cor-
respond to different sections which appear on different parts
of the display as separate topics.
Breathing
Current management: Currently ventilated on CMV, rate
20, pressures 16/4, iTime 0.3 seconds, in 26% oxygen.
ETT size 2.5 is 6 cm at the lips.
Current assessment: Respiratory effort reasonably good,
his total resp rate being 40-50 breaths/minute while the
ventilator rate is 20. Tidal volumes are 2 - 2.8ml on the
current settings. CO2 on the last gas (04:00) was 6.37kPa.
ETT and oral suction yielded small amount of mucoid but
stained secretions.
Events during the shift: Baseline SpO2 had drifted down
from 95% to 88% accompanied by increasing SpO2
variability, HR stable. After blood gas at 23:00 ventilation
pressure reduced to 14/4. CO2 was 4.1 and tidal volumes
were 3.8 - 4ml at that time. After a desaturation 3 hours
later down to 65% pressures were put back to 16/4 He has
had an oxygen requirement of 26% since this episode.
Potential problems: Small ETT could become blocked or
dislodged - ongoing assessment of need for suction; en-
sure ETT is secure. Risk of chest infection related to being
ventilated; also due to extreme prematurity and PROM he
is at risk of ureaplasma infection - daily ETT secretions
samples should be sent for C&S and ureaplasma.
(b) Excerpt from a retrospective summary written by a senior
nurse for the same period. The excerpt corresponds to a sin-
gle section pertaining to a single topic, ventilation, with sub-
headings as marked by the author.
Fig. 4. An actual (a) and retrospectively written (b) nursing shift summary.
mentalised fashion does not always allow the relation-
ship between different kinds of data to be highlighted.
This is already evident from the fact that informa-
tion related to respiration is sometimes found under al-
ternative headings (because it is also related to other
physiological systems). Other differences are thrown
up more clearly through a contrast between this sum-
mary and that shown in Figure 4(b). This is an alter-
native shift summary report for the same period, writ-
ten retrospectively by a senior neonatal nurse. It forms
part of a small corpus of such summaries collected as
development data for one of the BabyTalk systems,
BT-NURSE (Section 5.1). In addition to basic infor-
mation about the patient’s current respiratory support,
both summaries mention, among others, the following
events:
– blood gas results, including the result displayed in
Figure 2;
– fluctuations in Oxygen Saturation, including men-
tion of desaturations;
– changes to ventilator settings, such as FIO2 and
ventilator airway pressure;
– suction, with details of secretions.
However, this information is presented somewhat
differently. From the point of view of presentation, the
summary in Figure 4(b) groups all this information un-
der the single heading Breathing. Moreover, it begins
with an overview of the patient’s current state, com-
prising an assessment of respiratory effort based on
the ventilator parameters. This section also mentions
ETT Tube size, which is later flagged up as a possible
area of concern under the sub-heading Potential Prob-
lems. In addition, the CO2 value from the last blood
gas is mentioned, because this is an important indicator
of acidity levels in the blood, as well as the extent to
which the patient is making an effort to breathe inde-
pendently. Another important difference between the
two summaries is that the retrospective one highlights
several causal links between events, such as the fact
that the ventilator settings were adjusted as a result of
a blood gas result, and again due to desaturations. The
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same information is mentioned in the original sum-
mary under two different headings (Notes and Circu-
latory), which the system displays in different parts of
the screen.
There are a number of differences between these two
ways of presenting information. First, most of the in-
formation presented under the four different headings
in Figure 4(a) is brought together in the retrospective
summary under the single heading Breathing. Second,
the summary in Figure 4(b) makes reference to trends
in the physiological data to a much greater extent than
does the one in Figure 4(a), particularly in the section
entitled Events during the shift. The trend data can of
course be viewed independently on the display shown
in Figure 1, but the relationship to other actions and
events is not always made explicit in the original sum-
mary of Figure 4(a), save for some mentions of desat-
urations under the heading Circulatory. Similarly, the
summary in Figure 4(b) gives a more detailed account
of the baby’s current state, with reasons for the assess-
ment, also highlighting potential problems due to care
actions taken in the course of the shift. The second
summary also links the baby’s current state to the med-
ical history since birth, noting that the current venti-
lator settings can give rise to infection because of the
baby’s prematurity.
2.2. Potential benefits of automatic summarisation
The differences between these two approaches to
data summarisation seems due in part to a difference
in their authors’ motivations. The original summary
shown in Figure 4(a) is primarily intended to impart
information about the main events of the last twelve
hours, in a format that is based on principles of organ-
isation which have a basis in physiology, and which
is intended to facilitate easy lookup on the part of a
nurse beginning a new shift. However, an indirect re-
sult of this structure is that relationships between dif-
ferent parts may be missed. It is worth emphasising
that such a summary is normally accompanied by a
verbal shift handover, where additional information is
supplied.
In addition to imparting information, the alternative
summary in Figure 4(b) also stems from an intention
to present a coherent narrative about what the patient
has undergone in the last 12 hours. What distinguishes
narrative discourse from mere representations of facts
is that it involves a construal of events which empha-
sises some as being more important, thus communicat-
ing a point that goes beyond the facts themselves [87].
To achieve this, a text must satisfy several require-
ments, many of which have been identified in work
on narrative discourse both within the tradition of dis-
course studies – especially the work of Labov [73,74]
– and within psycholinguistics [133,132]. The first of
these concerns the temporal dimension: the summary
enables the reader to reconstruct events in time, using
such mechanisms as tense and aspect features and ad-
verbial modifiers which either situate events in time in
an absolute sense (at 23:00), or relative to other events
(3 hours later, after blood gas). More crucially, the text
supports the inference of causal relations, a central as-
pect of narrative [47]. In our example, this is evident in
such formulations as
After blood gas [. . . ] ventilation pressure reduced to 14/4.
CO2 was 4.1 . . . .
where the text supports the inference that the CO2 lev-
els found in the blood gas warranted the change in ven-
tilation pressure. Finally, the reader is also able to in-
fer the communicative goal or purpose that informs the
choice of content in the summary. The fact that only
a subset of the events during the previous 12 hours is
mentioned implies that the selected subset is relevant
to the overall communicative goal. Thus, considerable
emphasis is placed on salient patterns in the physio-
logical signals (desaturations, changes in SpO2) and
changes in the oxygen requirement of the baby. This
may cause someone who is starting on a new shift to
pay particular attention to the baby’s oxygen require-
ments and ventilator pressure. By way of conclusion,
the section on potential problems identifies areas of
concern which are directly linked to the narrative.
Since NICU data are stored in several different for-
mats and the volume is considerable, sifting through all
the available information to construct such a narrative
summary is extremely time-consuming. For example,
the summary of which an excerpt is shown in Figure
4(b) took an expert several hours to write. Therefore,
such an exercise is not currently feasible in real-time
patient care. This is where NLG techniques can play a
crucial role. On the other hand, the automatic genera-
tion of such texts raises many linguistic challenges, not
least the ability to structure the text coherently, allow-
ing the reader to keep track of time shifts and cross-
references to entities mentioned at several point in the
discourse [133,131].
Our aims in this project are (a) to build systems that
can quickly and effectively present a narrative sum-
mary; (ii) to evaluate these systems with their target
users, testing their effectiveness in clinical decision-
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making compared to other ways of presenting informa-
tion. Before turning to the details of how this vision is
being achieved, we first discuss some of the precedents
for the work presented here.
3. Related work
This section gives an overview of some related
work, focussing on the fields of Information Visualisa-
tion, computerised Clinical Decision Support Systems
(CDSS), and Natural Language Generation (NLG). Our
focus will be on the evidence for the utility of these
tools in helping decision-making.
3.1. Information Visualisation and decision support
Information Visualisation techniques aim to provide
users with effective means of presenting, exploring and
interacting with large datasets, reducing the complex-
ity of examining and understanding such data [19]. An
influential taxonomy of visualisation techniques clas-
sifies them orthogonally by task and data type [109];
this classification includes time-oriented data (such as
the patient data in Figure 1) as one of the types.
Visualisation techniques for time series data have fo-
cussed on challenges such as presenting high-density
data with limited resources (e.g. limited screen resolu-
tion) [2,84], dealing with unevenly sampled data [6],
and allowing interactive search and zoom functional-
ity [15]. Within a medical context, a survey by Kosara
and Miksch [70] has identified various methods of rep-
resenting quantitative data, such as charts and graph-
ical patient record summaries, which give a complete
overview of several patient parameters, with the dis-
play resolution reflecting the recency of events [97].
Interestingly, none of the methods surveyed is judged
to satisfy the full set of requirements that the authors
identify for such systems. These include an ability to
combine multiple values on a single display, while per-
mitting the user to identify salient patterns and inter-
vals. In addition, few visualisation techniques for time-
oriented data can handle a combination of quantitative
and discrete information3.
There is some psychological evidence in support of
the effectiveness of visualisation. Among other factors,
visualisation facilitates visual chunking [128], and also
reduces memory load [110]. However evaluations of
3The survey authors refer to these data as incidents and symp-
toms. They are distinguished from time series data in that they do
not involve regularly sampled numerical values.
visualisation techniques have largely taken place in the
laboratory, rather than in real settings, focussing on
usability-related issues [94]. How effective novel vi-
sualisation techniques have been in medical decision-
making is therefore harder to assess.
On the other hand, there has some research on more
traditional ways of visualising data. Elting et al [34,35]
compared the effectiveness of pie charts, tables, icon
displays and text in viewing and interpreting the results
of clinical trials. The outcomes showed that physicians
performed better with icon displays, though these were
not their preferred modalities. However, these studies
focussed on relatively low-density data, consisting of
mortality rates; moreover, it is not clear what kind of
text was actually used in the experiments [34].
There have been some recent challenges to the ef-
fectiveness of visualisation techniques of high-density
clinical time-series data, particularly in the NICU con-
text. Cunningham et al [24] reported a study showing
that clinical outcomes were not improved by an imple-
mentation of a trend monitoring system in the NICU. In
this connection, McIntosh et al [79] analysed record-
ings of a number of doctors and nurses at different lev-
els of seniority and experience, as they described their
observations of patterns and trends in time-series visu-
alisations of medical data. The analysis suggested that
expertise plays a crucial role in the extent to which
clinicians identify significant patterns and observe pos-
sible links (for example, causal links or correlations)
between different channels. However, even senior doc-
tors tended to miss patterns in the multichannel data
which should give early warnings of impending prob-
lems for a patient. These findings were echoed by Al-
berdi et al [3], who found that success at detecting cru-
cial trends and patterns depended on experience with
the monitoring device. Second, senior doctors were far
more likely than juniors to detect artifacts (noise) in the
trend data, something which many visualisation tech-
niques are not equipped to detect. A third issue con-
cerns the way in which clinicians bring to bear medical
knowledge on their interpretation of trends and the in-
ferences they make from them. This is a task that senior
clinicians are better equipped to carry out, suggesting
that automatic methods of identifying links in the data
would be particularly useful for junior staff.
Many of the problems identified by these stud-
ies in relation to trend data monitoring are precisely
those that served as the motivation for the work re-
ported here. Automatic summarisation has the poten-
tial to highlight patterns and trends (and describe them
as important or unimportant), linking them to non-
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quantitative (discrete) events; moreover, if preceded by
a signal analysis stage which includes artifact detec-
tion, a summary can avoid emphasising patterns which
are of lesser clinical importance. Thus, one would ex-
pect a natural language summary to be able to over-
come some of the limitations of the sorts of visuali-
sation techniques currently in use in the NICU, such
as that shown in Figure 1. This was in part confirmed
by a more recent experiment by Law et al [75], which
explicitly compared clinical decision making based on
NICU data presented either in the form of a textual
summary (written by expert neonatologists) or using
graphical displays. Participants were asked to select
the appropriate courses of action to take in relation to
a patient, given the data. The results showed that bet-
ter decisions were taken when information was pre-
sented textually, rather than graphically. Interestingly,
clinicians themselves stated a definite preference for
the graphical modality. The discrepancy between pref-
erence and actual performance echoes findings by Elt-
ing et al [34].
3.2. Clinical Decision Support Systems
Perhaps the most obvious way to use artificial in-
telligence techniques for decision-support is to explic-
itly give advice to users. In medicine, AI researchers
have been working on Clinical Decision Support Sys-
tems (CDSSs) since the 1970s, when the MYCIN sys-
tem (which diagnosed bacterial infections and recom-
mended appropriate treatments) was shown to give bet-
ter advice than many doctors [14]. Many CDSSs have
been developed since this time, ranging from expert
rule systems to model based systems; however, they
have not been widely integrated with routine workflow
as decision-support aids. This is in part due to the fact
that there is little evidence that such systems actually
enhance patient outcome. CDSSs can be evaluated ei-
ther by comparing decision quality against a gold stan-
dard (e.g., are doctors assisted by a system more likely
to make the ’right’ decision as defined by a gold stan-
dard), or by measuring their impact on patient outcome
(e.g., mortality). Garg et al [42] reviewed evaluations
of CDSSs and concluded that there is good evidence
that CDSSs can enhance decision quality from a gold-
standard perspective, but that the evidence that they ac-
tually improve patient outcome is much weaker. Garg
et al also observed that evaluation studies conducted
by the system developers were three times more likely
to observe improvements in decision-making against
a gold standard than evaluation studies conducted by
other people. Tan et al [116] reviewed CDSSs specif-
ically for neonatal care, and concluded that there was
currently no evidence that decision-support systems
for neonatal care improved patient outcomes (largely
because very few studies of neonatal decision-support
systems had measured these). This situation mirrors
that discussed by Plaisant [94] in relation to visualisa-
tion, whereby novel techniques tend not to be evaluated
extensively in real settings.
One possible explanation of the limited use of CDSSs
in practice could be that many developers have not di-
rectly addressed the question of how users react to be-
ing directly advised by an automated system. In addi-
tion, there have been concerns about the legal impli-
cations of deploying such systems. For example, legal
responsibility for medical decisions remains with doc-
tors, and many doctors are reluctant to take responsi-
bility for decisions based on recommendations made
by a piece of software which they do not understand
or which does not explain the rationale for a conclu-
sion, or the level of confidence with which it is reached.
In fact, many systems have been abandoned because
of the ratio of false alarms they generate [18] which
tends to remove the confidence clinicians may have in
the machine. Another point is that there are only a few
studies which consider usability assessment as part of
the system evaluation [77], whereas a decision support
system has the ultimate goal of communicating with
humans.
Tehrani and Roum [117] present a very recent
(2007) review of decision-support for ventilation de-
cisions, which are very important in BabyTalk’s NICU
domain [54]. They review 21 systems in this domain,
developed between 1985 and 2007, which used a va-
riety of AI techniques (including rule-based reasoning,
model-based reasoning, fuzzy reasoning, and temporal
abstraction). They summarise several promising eval-
uations of such systems, but it is difficult to interpret
these because they do not screen the evaluations ac-
cording to their methodological rigour. However, they
make the interesting observation that while expert sys-
tem ideas have been incorporated into a number of
commercial ’closed-loop’ systems (that is, control sys-
tems which automatically adjust ventilator parameters
without human input), decision-support systems which
advise human doctors have not been widely used in op-
erational commercial systems. This trend has also been
confirmed in a recent development in the sonography
domain. An evaluation of the SONOCONSULT system
[98], which provides both a diagnostic aid and data
management support, has shown that while clinicians
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accept the data management support function, the di-
agnostic aid is not used, although the clinicians recog-
nized its correctness.
The above surveys present a contradictory picture.
On the one hand, AI medical reasoning techniques
do seem to work at least to some degree, but on the
other hand CDSSs which give medical advice have not
proved successful. In a sense, the BabyTalk project can
be considered as an attempt to support medical deci-
sion in a different way, by summarising data as text in-
stead of giving direct advice. Internally, Babytalk uses
many of the same AI reasoning techniques as the sys-
tems described by Tehrani and Raum [117] (includ-
ing signal analysis, artifact detection, and production
rules); but it uses these techniques to help doctors un-
derstand and interpret data, without telling clinicians
what to do or giving high level diagnoses. Our hy-
pothesis is that this use of medical reasoning will be
more successful than advice giving, in part because
it is more robust in the face of data problems (noise,
missing data) and incomplete knowledge bases, and
because it is more acceptable to doctors (who prefer to
retain control over what to do). On the other hand, we
are also currently facing the question of whether the
system should include at least some advice or recom-
mendation in the generated output, a topic to which we
return in Section 6.2.2.
3.3. Natural Language Generation and data-to-text
technology
Natural Language Generation (NLG) systems, which
produce text or speech from non-linguistic input [102],
have been deployed in a variety of domains. Recent
examples include interactive museum guides [88,114]
and generators that render scripted dialogues between
avatars [121]. One class of systems which is particu-
larly relevant to the present work is that of data-to-text
applications [101]. Such systems produce summaries
of numeric and symbolic data which require one or
more pre-processing stages in order to extract the in-
formation required for generation, thereby necessitat-
ing a data analysis and/or interpretation stage prior to
the stages typically associated with NLG proper [102].
This is one of the main features distinguishing data-
to-text applications from other kinds of NLG systems,
whose input tends to consist of information that is al-
ready structured in some way, though several stages
will of course intervene between the input and the final
text.
The domains in which data-to-text systems have
been deployed vary greatly, ranging from summarisa-
tion of statistical data [61,37], to stock market trends
[72,25] and environmental data [13]. More recently,
these techniques have also been used as aids for users
with special communication needs, by generating sum-
maries of users’ daily activities which are collected
from sensors [106]. Weather reporting has also fea-
tured strongly in the history of data-to-text systems and
has been among the success stories in NLG, starting
in the mid-nineties [46,23]. More recent weather fore-
casting systems have been extensively evaluated. For
example, SumTime [112,105] was shown to generate
forecasts which were preferred by human readers over
those produced by professional forecasters. This was
arguably the first such evaluation, and has been fol-
lowed up by others in a related vein [11,10].
Many data-to-text systems tend to work with rela-
tively small datasets. Exceptions to this trend include
RoadSafe [119], which works with very large sets of
geo-referenced meteorological data, and the system
described by Yu et al [129] to summarise patterns in
gas turbine sensor data. However, both systems assume
fairly homogeneous input data, largely consisting of a
single datatype. In this respect, the systems discussed
in this paper, including the BT-45 prototype described
in Section 4, are novel insofar as they handle very large
datasets consisting of different datatypes (see Section
2), generating multi-paragraph texts for which non-
trivial solutions are required at every stage of genera-
tion.
In the medical context, there has been a significant
focus on summarisation from textual resources [1], but
data-to-text technology has had a more restricted appli-
cation [57] and existing systems have largely focussed
on discrete data (e.g. [64,56,51]). These systems have
either generated patient reports for medical practition-
ers, or produced text that was targetted at the patients
themselves [104,17]. Evaluation of these systems has
yielded mixed results. For example, the STOP system
[104], which generated smoking cessation letters, was
evaluated in a clinical trial which suggested that the
generated letters were not effective in motivating read-
ers to stop smoking.
In summary, data-to-text technology has been shown
to be viable in some domains, particularly weather
forecasting, but has yet to be shown to be a feasible
complement to existing decision support technologies
in medical contexts. Moreover, with the exception of
STOP, existing systems have tended to be evaluated by
eliciting judgements from human users, rather than by
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assessing task performance based on their output. The
system described in the following section, BT-45, is
probably the first system of its size and scope to gener-
ate summaries automatically from a diversity of types
of data. Its evaluation also focussed on task perfor-
mance.
4. BT-45: A prototype and its evaluation
In this section, we describe BT-45, a system that
generates summaries of patient data spanning approxi-
mately 45 minutes. This system was intended as a pre-
liminary test of the feasibility of NLG technology for
neonatal decision support. An additional motivation
came from the experimental results reported by Law
et al. [75] (see Section 3.1), whose results, showing
that textual summaries result in better decision-making
than existing techniques for graphical data presenta-
tion, also used scenarios of approximately 45 minutes
of patient data in the form of physiological signals and
sporadically recorded events. A replication of these re-
sults, comparing both human-authored and automati-
cally generated summaries to the graphical presenta-
tions, would therefore serve both to evaluate an initial
prototype as proof of concept, and also to test the ro-
bustness of the findings from Law et al.’s study. As
in the Law et al. study, the database of discrete events
used for the development of BT-45 contained, in addi-
tion to data routinely logged by medical staff, annota-
tions of clinical events in the NICU recorded by a re-
search nurse over the course of a few months as part of
the NEONATE project [60].
From the point of view of the overall aims of the
BabyTalk Project, the design of BT-45 also led to the
development of the core components and algorithms
that are currently being ported to the BabyTalk sys-
tems described in the next section. The same is true of
the domain knowledge that subtends the systems cur-
rently under development. Knowledge acquisition in
BabyTalk has largely been based on extensive inter-
views with clinical experts. Starting with BT-45, these
have served as the starting point for the development
of an ontology of NICU concepts, described in Section
4.1.1, as well as the expert rules used by the reason-
ing component (Section 4.1.3). These have since been
extended further to meet the requirements of the new
systems, particularly BT-NURSE (Section 5.1).
A complete description of BT-45 has been given in
Portet et al [96]; the evaluation experiment is also dis-
cussed in detail in van der Meulen et al [122]. Here, we
give an overview of the system architecture, focussing
on the main challenges in building such a system and
on the lessons learned from the evaluation.
Fig. 5. Human authored summary of a 45-minute data period
You saw the baby between 16:40 and 17:25.
Initially the HR baseline is 140-160; pO2 is 8-10; oxy-
gen saturation = 92%, T1 and T2 are 36.9 and 36.6C.
At around 16.45 ET suction is performed; there is a drop
in oxygen saturation to 50% and pO2 to 3.3 and a rise
in pCO2 to around 9. The FiO2 is increased from 61 to
100%. By 16.51 the HR is at 155, the pO2 is 6.7 and the
oxygen saturation is 88% and the pCO2 is 9.2. There is
an upward spike in the pO2 to 16.9 and a corresponding
downward one in pCO2 to 3.1; the oxygen saturation has
fallen to 78%. T1 is now reading 36.9C and T2 35.7C. At
16.57 the ventilator rate is increased to 30.
Baby is given Neopuff ventilation. The oxygenation con-
tinues to decrease: pO2 = 0.2 and oxygen saturation =
20% at 17:00 and the HR falls to 60. The pCO2 continues
to rise to 10.1. The baby is pale and unresponsive. ET suc-
tion is given, baby is turned and at 17:02 the ETT is re-
moved; the baby is again given Neopuff ventilation. Baby
is re-positioned and the NGT aspirated. By 17:08 the baby
is reintubated; the oxygen saturation has increased to the
80s and the HR has risen to 176 the pO2 = 0.1 and pCO2
= 0.2, T1 is 32.7C and T2 34.7C.
At 17:15 the FiO2 is reduced to 33% and the rate put back
to 15.
At 17:24 the oxygen saturation falls to 65 and the FiO2 is
increased to 56%.
At 17:25 the HR is 165, the oxygen saturation is 100%,
T1 is 35.7 and T2 is 34.5C.
Figure 5 displays an example summary used in the
BT-45 evaluation. This is a consensus summary writ-
ten by a senior neonatologist and a senior neonatal
nurse. Figure 6 is the corresponding summary gener-
ated by the BT-45 system from the same data. The data
itself consists of physiological signals, numeric results,
and discrete events only; that is, BT-45 does not in-
corporate free text data in the sense discussed in Sec-
tion 2. Further, the summaries are primarily descrip-
tive. Data interpretation (both in the human and the au-
tomatic summaries) is confined to (a) interpreting pat-
terns in the physiological signals, as in the identifica-
tion of bradycardias and desaturations; and (b) link-
ing events, particularly those which are causally con-
nected. Thus, there is no attempt to diagnose problems
or recommend courses of action but only to present in-
formation in a way that would facilitate the process of
deciding on these factors by a doctor or a nurse.
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Fig. 6. Automatically generated summary by BT-45
You saw the baby between 16:40 and 17:25. Heart Rate
(HR) = 155. Core Temperature (T1) = 36.9. Periph-
eral Temperature (T2) = 36.6. Transcutaneous Oxygen
(TcPO2) = 9.0. Transcutaneous CO2 (TcPCO2) = 7.4.
Oxygen Saturation (SaO2) = 94.
Over the next 24 minutes there were a number of succes-
sive desaturations down to 0. Fraction of Inspired Oxy-
gen (FIO2) was raised to 100%. There were 3 successive
bradycardias down to 69. Neopuff ventilation was given
to the baby a number of times. The baby was re-intubated
successfully. The baby was resuscitated. The baby had
bruised skin.
Blood gas results received at 16:45 showed that PH = 7.3,
PO2 = 5, PCO2 = 6.9 and BE = -0.7.
At 17:15 FIO2 was lowered to 33%. TcPO2 had rapidly
decreased to 8.8. Previously T1 had rapidly increased to
35.0.
4.1. System overview
BT-45 follows the architecture for data-to-text sys-
tems described by Reiter [101]. The system architec-
ture, shown in Figure 7, consists of four main mod-
ules all of which are driven by information stored in
the knowledge base of the NICU Ontology.
The different representations handled by these mod-
ules and the role of the ontology in providing a com-
mon vocabulary can be illustrated with reference to
Figure 8. This figure corresponds to the clause in Fig-
ure 6 that says There were 3 successive bradycardias
down to 69., for which the relevant input is the Heart
Rate (HR) physiological signal. Signal analysis iden-
tifies the fluctuations in the signal indicated. During
data interpretation, these drops in HR are identified as
bradycardias. Additionally, they are assigned an impor-
tance value, based in part on the lowest value reached
by HR during the event, and grouped into a sequence
due to their temporal proximity. The next stage is Doc-
ument Planning, which selects the content to mention,
and structures them into an initial document plan in the
form of a tree whose edges relate different events to
eachother. In the current example, only those elements
of the sequence that are sufficiently important are se-
lected. The corresponding part of the document plan
consists of a temporal sequence (TSEQUENCE) node,
which is linked to its elements via an INCLUDES re-
lation. The microplanning component has the task of
mapping the selected events in the document plan to
semantic representations. For the current example, the
microplanner selects be as the main predicate; the rep-
resentation also includes the main arguments (here, the
THEME and VALUE; see Section 4.1.5 below)). The se-
mantic representation is mapped to a syntactic struc-
ture, and finally linearised as text by the realiser. In
what follows, we describe each of these processing
stages in more detail. We begin with an overview of the
NICU ontology.
4.1.1. NICU Ontology
One of the novel features of this architecture is its
use of an ontology which captures much of the domain
knowledge required by the reasoning and data inter-
pretation module (in the form of concepts and proper-
ties, and relations between concepts), and some of the
linguistic knowledge needed to map this to a linguistic
representation. Additional knowledge is encoded in the
reasoning rules used by data interpretation. Such a uni-
fied repository of knowledge ensures that all the com-
ponents of the system can communicate effectively, in
spite of using very different data structures internally.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 7, the ontology is pro-
grammatically integrated into the system. It was imple-
mented in Prote´ge´-Frames 2000 [85], which provides
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Fig. 8. Mappings between different representations in BT-45
a Java API and can be integrated with the JESS produc-
tion rule system [40].
The ontology was developed from the ground up,
based on a NICU lexicon which specified the words
used by nurses and doctors to talk about the NICU do-
main [60], with additional concepts required by the
new application. Its structure was partly informed by
that of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
[58].
The primary distinction within the ontology is that
between EVENT and ENTITY. The former subsumes
concepts related to medical interventions (such as
DRUG ADMINISTRATION), observations (such as the
baby’s having poorly perfused skin), and patterns in
physiological signals, including TREND and SPIKE.
ENTITY subsumes concepts corresponding to a variety
of ‘non-temporal’ objects, such as human actors (e.g.
BABY and NURSE), instruments (VENTILATOR), and
medication (MORPHINE). All events have slots (fea-
tures) which specify various properties, such as the
peak value of a TREND. In addition, since the ontol-
ogy also supports language processing, events have
properties corresponding to their participants; these are
mapped at the microplanning stage to thematic roles
(such as AGENT and RECIPIENT), which are realised
as the noun phrases in the clause corresponding to an
event. This is what enables the microplanner to identify
the arguments of the main predicate in the event rep-
resentation of Figure 8. As another example, a DRUG
ADMINISTRATION event has slots corresponding to
the patient, who is receiving the drug (and is mapped
to a RECIPIENT role), the drug itself (linguistically,
the THEME) and possibly the person administering the
drug (the AGENT).
4.1.2. Signal Analysis
Signal Analysis processes the physiological data to
identify and extract events which are not represented as
discrete entries in the NICU database. It proceeds in two
main steps: Artifact Detection and Event Identification.
Artifacts are segments of the input signal that do
not correspond to actual values. They may arise for
a number of reasons, such as a sensor becoming dis-
connected due to a baby’s being handled. Artifact De-
tection identifies and removes these based on three
techniques: (i)range checking identifies values that are
not physiologically plausible; (ii) autoregressive mod-
elling flags values outside a dynamically updated ac-
ceptance interval, while (iii) correlation checking uses
domain knowledge to relate artifacts found in differ-
ent channels. For example, TcPO2 and TcPCO2 signals
are obtained from a single probe, so that noise in one
signal generally implies noise in the other.
Event Identification identifies sequences of consec-
utive data points in the signals which are of medi-
cal significance. These include patterns correspond-
ing to medically known events (e.g. the bradycardias
in Figure 8), which are identified using a threshold
method. Short-term patterns, which occur over a pe-
riod of 30 seconds or less, are identified using the
rapid-change detection algorithm described by Yu et
al. [129], whereby adjacent fluctuations in a signal are
classified and merged. These are further classified in
terms of their direction (rising, falling, steady or vary-
ing) and magnitude and/or speed. Such a pattern is ex-
emplified in the final paragraph of the text in Figure 6,
where TcPO2 is described as having rapidly decreased
to 8.8. In addition to short-term patterns, long-term
trends (i.e. trends on a time-scale of minutes rather than
seconds), are also identified using bottom-up segmen-
tation [66].
Following Event Identification, each event is as-
signed an importance value. In the case of events ex-
tracted from signals, this is carried out using a com-
bination of expert system rules and range value mod-
elling. Thus, the bradycardias in the sequence in Fig-
ure 8 have different importance based on their lowest
values. Discrete events are assigned importance val-
ues based on domain knowledge encoded in JESS rules,
and collected through consultation with Neonatology
experts.
4.1.3. Data Interpretation
All the processing carried out by the Data Interpre-
tation phase is rule-based and involves both Temporal
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Abstraction and Linking. Temporal Abstraction recur-
sively groups together any two events of a particular
ontology class which share certain features and occur
within a specific temporal window, abstracting such
sequences into higher-level events. This process gives
rise to the sequence of bradycardias in Figure 8. An-
other set of rules are used to create a higher-order event
from a set of events of different ontological types. For
example, the discrete data may contain multiple INTU-
BATION and EXTUBATION events within a short pe-
riod. These are abstracted into a single INTUBATION
event, possibly followed by a RE-INTUBATION (if the
baby has been extubated and then intubated again), or
an EXTUBATION.
Linking is carried out using production rules which
fire in response to certain events and conditions. For
example, a sudden drop in heart rate (a BRADYCAR-
DIA) may have been caused by the administration of
a dose of morphine which happened a short while be-
fore. In this case, the rule in question would associate
these two events using a CAUSES link. Other links in-
clude ASSOCIATE, for events which are correlated, and
INCLUDES for part-of relations. These links are also
used by the Document Planning module to relate parts
of the document to eachother.
4.1.4. Document Planning
Document Planning performs the task of Content
Selection and Document Structuring, outputting a Doc-
ument Plan. Document Plans are labelled trees whose
nodes are messages and whose edges are labelled with
the discourse relations between the messages. Thus,
the TSEQUENCE node in Figure 8 is linked to three
daughters via an INCLUDES relation; other relations in-
clude CAUSES and REASON (roughly corresponding to
the case where one event is the motivation, rather than
the direct cause, of another).
Processing in this module is entirely rule-based and
controlled by various parameters specifying the max-
imum length of a document and the minimum impor-
tance an event must have in order to be mentioned.
Content selection chooses from among the events out-
put by the Signal Analysis and Data Interpretation
stages, using an algorithm based on that of Hallett et al.
[49]. Each selected event is considered a single ‘mes-
sage’ or content unit, and forms a node in the resulting
Document Plan. The algorithm identifies key events,
which are typically those whose importance exceeds a
preset threshold. Each of these heads a paragraph, and
paragraphs in a document are ordered by the time of
occurrence of the key events. Other events are included
in a paragraph if they are explicitly linked to the key
event or occur at approximately the same time.
4.1.5. Microplanning and Realisation
Microplanning is usually defined as the process of
planning the linguistic (semantic) content of messages
[102]. It is distinguished from Realisation in that the
latter is typically concerned with mapping such se-
mantic representations to syntactic structures, apply-
ing morphological rules, and linearising the output as a
string. Realisation in BT-45 is a relatively straightfor-
ward process, using an existing realisation engine [44];
hence, we shall not discuss it in what follows.
The microplanner recursively maps each of the
nodes in a Document Plan (‘messages’ or events) to se-
mantic representations (essentially predicate-argument
structures with additional features), a simplified exam-
ple of which is shown in Figure 8. This mapping in-
volves three principal stages. Lexicalisation maps an
event to a predicate (usually a verb). As described in
Section 4.1.1, events have properties which specify the
the entities that participate in the event (for example,
the medical staff who perform an action, the drug given
in a DRUG ADMINISTRATION event, etc). Lexicalisa-
tion rules also select these participants and map them
to the thematic roles of the predicate (such as AGENT
and RECIPIENT). The semantic content of these argu-
ments is selected by the Referring Expressions Gener-
ation module based on the properties specified in the
ontology. Event Linking performs a limited amount of
aggregation on the resulting structures, linking them
together based on some of the relations specified in the
Document Plan. Of the links which are explicitly ren-
dered, the most crucial is causality, whose expression
depends on the (linguistic) type of the events. For ex-
ample, if the linguistic representation for the caused
event corresponds to a declarative clause, the Event
Linking module adds a sentential adverbial such as as
a result, giving rise to texts such as the following:
By 14:27 there had been 2 successive desaturations down
to 56. As a result, Fraction of Inspired Oxygen (FIO2) was
set to 45%.
These three modules are mediated by a central Dis-
course Manager, which keeps a record of the events
and entities mentioned, structuring the discourse into
segments and determining their tense and aspect fea-
tures based on the linguistic context. The expression of
time is the most crucial task of this module. Given the
importance-based heuristics used for document struc-
ture, the order of events in text does not necessarily
reflect their temporal order. Since in the absence of
further information, readers tend to interpret consecu-
tive clauses as denoting temporally consecutive events
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[86,131], the correct tenses (especially the perfect/non-
perfect distinction) and adverbials are required to en-
able the reader to reconstruct the correct sequence.
Tense is determined based on an implementation of
Reichenbach’s model of time [100]. In this model,
whether an event is expressed using a perfect tense is
determined by comparing its event time to a reference
time. We adopted the strategy proposed in work by
Webber [125] and Passonneau [92], whereby the ref-
erence time of an event is the event time of a salient,
previously mentioned event, usually the most recently
mentioned one in the discourse. If reference time is af-
ter the event time, the resulting clause has a perfect
tense, as shown by the following fragment from Figure
6.
At 17:15 FIO2 was lowered to 33%. TcPO2 had rapidly
decreased to 8.8. Previously T1 had rapidly increased to
35.0.
In addition to tenses, all key events (which start each
paragraph) are anchored in time by an explicit tempo-
ral reference (such as at 17:15). Events corresponding
to long trends have temporal expressions that indicate
their duration (e.g. Over the next 24 minutes... in para-
graph 2 of Figure 6). Otherwise, relative temporal ad-
verbials such as previously are used when there is po-
tential ambiguity in the texts. For example, in the frag-
ment cited immediately above, the increase in T1 oc-
curred prior to the decrease in TcPO2, but this clause is
already in the past perfect, giving rise to the possibility
that the two events be interpreted as having occurred
consecutively. The adverb previously is used to make
it clear that the increase in T1 was the first of the two
events to occur.
4.2. Evaluation of BT-45
BT-45 was evaluated in an off-ward experiment with
clinicians, held between November 2007 and January
2008, in conditions that largely replicated those of the
experiment of Law et al. [75]. Doctors and nurses were
shown 45-minute scenarios – stretches of physiologi-
cal and discrete data corresponding to a single patient
– and asked to study them and decide, based on that
information and some background text about the pa-
tient (written by experts), what clinical actions should
be taken at the end of that period. However, while Law
et al. manipulated a textual and a graphical presenta-
tion condition, our experiment included a third con-
dition, in which data was presented as a textual sum-
mary automatically generated by BT-45. Thus, the ex-
periment had the following principal aims: (a) to at-
tempt to replicate the results of Law et al. on the util-
ity of text versus graphics for clinical decision-making,
focussing on the form of graphical presentations cur-
rently in use in the NICU; (b) to assess the feasibility
of NLG technology as a decision-support tool, in re-
lation to the kind of graphical presentation currently
in use in the NICU; (c) to compare decision-making
based on automatically generated text to that based on
human-authored text. The experiment used historical
NICU data to ensure that clinicians who participated in
the experiment were not familiar with the patients, and
could only make decisions based on the information
presented. Full details of this experiment are reported
by van der Meulen et al. [122].
4.2.1. Materials, design and procedure
Twenty four scenarios of approximately 45 minutes
were prepared, in addition to two used to train partici-
pants on the experimental software. The data for each
scenario consisted of physiological signals, numerical
data and discrete event data. Scenarios were selected
by a senior neonatal nurse and a consultant neonatol-
ogist. The main selection criterion was ensuring a bal-
ance among them in terms of the principal (or ‘tar-
get’) clinical action the patient’s state called for. There
were 8 such target actions, identified in advance of data
preparation.
In addition to a target action, each scenario was also
associated with a set of apropriate (that is, beneficial),
inappropriate and neutral actions. The target action for
a scenario was one of the appropriate actions4. There
were 18 possible actions (including ‘no action’) that
could be selected, different subsets of which were ap-
propriate, inappropriate or neutral depending on the
scenario.
The experiment was carried out using a modified
version of the Time Series Workbench (TSW) [59]. An
example of the interface is displayed in Figure 9. The
main window contained the information in the exper-
imental condition (text or graphics), while a separate
panel presented the background text about the patient.
Actions were selected in a different panel at the bottom
of the screen.
Each scenario was presented to a participant in
one of three conditions. Human-authored textual sum-
maries (H) represented consensus summaries written
by a consultant neonatologist and two experienced
4Note that, unlike the Law et al. dataset, target actions in our eval-
uation served only the primary purpose of guiding scenario selection.
The evaluation metric used aggregated over appropriate actions.
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Fig. 9. Experimental software display in the graphical condition
neonatal nurses; an example is given above in Fig-
ure 5. The summaries were written to avoid exces-
sive interpretation (such as statements to the effect
that some physiological parameter was normal or too
high). Graphical presentations (G) consisted of graphs
of the physiological data with annotations of the dis-
rete events, as shown in Figure 9. This display was in-
tended to approximate the kind of visualisation pro-
vided by the current system in the NICU (see Figure
1). The discrete events were shown as coloured icons
below the time-series plots, which a user could click
on for more information. In order to avoid presenta-
tional overload, only the discrete events mentioned in
the human-authored texts were presented as annota-
tions to the visualisation. The computerized texts (C),
an example of which is shown in Figure 6 above, were
generated using BT-45 on a database containing all of
the data (continuous and discrete) that was available to
the human experts in writing their texts.
The test data used to generate the experimental sum-
maries was not seen by the BT-45 developers in the
course of building the actual system. Once the exper-
imental texts were generated, they were only checked
to ensure consistency in terminology with the H texts,
and to identify any glaring errors. In fact, only three
terms were manually altered in the experimental texts
because they were of terminological inconsistency, and
no errors needed correction.
Thirty-five staff members of the NICU at the Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh were recruited. They were di-
vided by role (nurse or doctor) and by experience (ju-
nior: ≤ 4 years of experience; senior: ≥ 8 years of ex-
perience). There were 9 junior and senior doctors, 9
senior nurses, and 8 junior nurses.
Each participant saw all 24 scenarios (in addition
to the two training scenarios) in one of the condi-
tions. Presentation modality per scenario was counter-
balanced using a Latin Square design, and order of
presentation was randomised. Participants were not in-
formed of how the texts in the H and C conditions had
been produced. Each trial (presentation of single sce-
nario) timed out after three minutes. This only occurred
on three occasions.
4.2.2. Results
Table 1 displays the mean decision-making perfor-
mance score, overall and within groups, as well as the
time taken on average within each condition. Timings
were estimated from the point where the data for a sce-
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J. Doctor J. Nurse S. Doctor S. Nurse Overall score Mean time
G .37 (.15) .40 (.19) .40 (.16) .44 (.09) .40 (.15) 73.16
H .42 (.11) .48 (.10) .44 (.10) .47 (.12) .45 (.10) 77.23
C .44 (.16) .36 (.10) .38 (.12) .47 (.10) .41 (.13) 78.81
Table 1
Mean decision-making performance score and standard deviations
per group and overall, with reaction times in seconds
nario was initially presented, to the point where a par-
ticipant made their first selection of an action. There
were no significant differences between reaction times,
either as a function of condition, or as a function of
user group [122]. It is worth noting that on average,
the time taken to process the data was well below the
threshold of 3 minutes per scenario, suggesting that
sufficient time was allotted.
A decision-making performance score was obtained
by subtracting the proportion of inappropriate actions
from the proportion of appropriate actions, that is:
|Aas|
|Aa|
−
|Ais|
|Ai|
(1)
where A is the set of 18 actions associated with a sce-
nario, Aa ⊆ A the set of appropriate actions, Aas ⊆
Aa the set of appropriate actions actually selected;
likewise for Ai the subset of inappropriate actions.
Neutral actions were not counted in the score. The
score ranges between -1 and 1. It is negative in case
a greater proportion of inappropriate than appropriate
actions are selected. This score was intended to ac-
count for the fact that the number of (in)appropriate ac-
tions was unevenly distributed over the 24 experimen-
tal scenarios. For alternative analyses of the decision-
making performance in the experiment, we refer to van
der Meulen et al. [122].
A 3 (Condition) x 4 (Group) by-subjects Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA)5 showed no main effect of Group,
but an effect of Condition that approached significance
(F (2, 31) = 2.939, p = 0.06). There was no interac-
tion. Separate ANOVAs showed a difference between
the G and H conditions (F (1, 31) = 4.975, p < 0.05)
and the C and H conditions (F (1, 31) = 5.266, p <
0.05). Crucially, there was no significant difference be-
tween the G and C conditions. In a follow-up analy-
sis, scenarios were grouped by the main target action.
Here, a somewhat different pattern emerged: for five
of the target actions, computer texts were were as ef-
fective as human texts, but were worse in the other
5We used an ANOVA since this is the inferential method of choice
for a mixed design which satisfies parametric assumptions.
three. A by-items ANOVA testing the effect of target
action on difference in performance between H and C
texts showed that this trend was significant (F (1, 7) =
8.002, p < .001). This result suggests that human texts
may have contained information that was more rele-
vant to some of the target actions than computer texts.
There are three aspects of these results that are worth
emphasising. First, there are clear differences in the
effectiveness of textual summaries compared to the
graphical modality currently in use in the NICU. This
emerges from the superiority of human-authored sum-
maries relative to graphical presentations, effectively
replicating the findings of Law et al [75]. Secondly, the
difference is not so much in speed (no significant ef-
fects were found on reaction times), but in accuracy.
Taken together, these findings suggest that a coherent
summary can result in better decision making. It may
also be the case that text offers no trade-offs in speed
compared to visualisation of trend data, though this
finding should be treated with caution, given the rela-
tively short length of the scenarios used in the exper-
iment (45 minutes). The third crucial point is that, as
far as decision-making accuracy is concerned, BT-45
emerges as no worse than the visualisation techniques
which are currently avalable in the NICU. This is en-
couraging because it suggests that NLG technology is
viable as a decision-support tool, resulting in no de-
tectable loss in decision-making accuracy relative to
current techniques. On the other hand, the superiority
of the H texts over the BT-45 summaries could be due
to two factors. On the one hand, humans tend to be
better at deciding what to include in a summary. Our
follow-up analysis based on target actions suggests that
this may be the case. On the other hand, they also tend
to be better at expressing temporal and causal relations
between events coherently. We turn to these issues in
the next sub-section.
4.2.3. Discussion
The evaluation helps to focus attention on those as-
pects of the BT-45 texts that need to be improved6.
6The discussion in this section is based in part on the outcome of
a comparison between H and C texts carried out by two discourse
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We argue that these challenges are primarily related to
the narrative structure of the generated summaries. As
discussed in Section 2.2, we use the term narrative to
refer to a discourse dealing with a limited number of
events which are temporally related, possibly aiming
to emphasise a subset of these as more important or
relevant.
Content Selection One of the problems evinced by
the BT-45 texts is related to how content is selected by
the Document Planning module. As noted in Section
4.1.4, the decision of whether to include an event or
not is largely based on its importance, which is com-
puted by the Data Interpretation module for each event.
This heuristic ignores the possibility that the impor-
tance of some events may alter as a result of the con-
text. A simple illustration of this is provided by the de-
scription of trends. In some cases, BT-45 mentioned
two trends in the same channel, omitting an intervening
event (deemed to have low importance) which would
have played a role in making the summary coherent:
TcPO2 suddenly decreased to 8.1. [...] TcPO2 suddenly
decreased to 9.3.
In the above case, the first sharp decrease in TCPo2
is followed by a gradual increase, which then gives
way to a second sharp decrease. The increase itself is
relatively unimportant (e.g. because of its rate) if taken
out of context, but becomes crucial if the second clause
in this example is to be made sense of.
Another aspect of the content selection problem,
which also has consequences for Data Interpretation
and domain-specific reasoning, is raised by the obser-
vation that the performance of our experimental par-
ticipants differed depending on the target action. This
implies that a content selection strategy might bene-
fit from a better-defined communicative goal, that is,
a prior notion of what action the reader of a medical
summary is expected to take based on the information
imparted. In the BT-45 experiment, goal-driven sum-
marisation was kept to a minimum. However, it is con-
ceivable that guiding the generation process in this way
would also improve the narrative quality of the output,
since it would make it not so much a summary whose
purpose is purely descriptive, as a story whose pur-
pose is to emphasise certain events over others, partic-
ularly if these are related to low-probability outcomes
(which may therefore be missed by the reader). As an
example, BT-45 tended not to mention artefacts in the
analysts from the University of Edinburgh, Dr Andrew McKinlay
and Dr Chris McVittie.
data, but mentioning artefacts can be useful if one of
the goals is to get the reader to check the monitoring
equipment. Indeed, the human summaries contain ref-
erences to noise in the data on such scenarios. Clearly,
the ability to select content in this way depends on the
ability to identify possible outcomes in the first place, a
task that places a larger burden on the reasoning com-
ponent.
The temporal dimension As noted in Section 4.1.5,
one of the challenges for microplanning in this domain
arises from the fact that the order in which events are
narrated does not reflect temporal order. The strategy
which is used to relate events to each other in context
occasionally gave rise to ambiguity, that is, to cases
where the reader would find it difficult to reconstruct
the precise order in which events occurred. An example
is shown below:
By 14:40 there had been 2 successive desaturations down
to 68. Previously FIO2 had been raised to 32%. Tcpo2 de-
creased to 5.0. T2 had suddenly increased to 33.9. Previ-
ously the SPO2 sensor had been re-sited.
In this passage, the increase in T2 (peripheral temper-
ature) occurs prior to the previously mentioned event
(the decrease in TcPO2). The re-siting of the SPO2
sensor occurs between these two events, and the mi-
croplanner attempts to disambiguate by using the tem-
poral adverb previously, with limited success. A bet-
ter temporal strategy would need to include a finer-
grained model of the semantics of adverbials (e.g. [53])
and how these interact both with the type of event
being described (for example whether an event is a
state or whether it is telic; cf. [124,30,82] among oth-
ers). In addition, a better model of the interpretation
of events based on their tense and its interaction with
other events in a discourse context is required. In par-
ticular, our strategy of setting the reference time of an
event to the event time of the last-mentioned event in
the discourse (cf. [92,125,131]) may have given rise
to a lot of shifts in the narrative timeframe of a sum-
mary. A better strategy may be to fix the reference time
within a passage (for example, to the time of the key
event), and relate all events to this focal temporal an-
chor.
4.2.4. Methodological considerations
The evaluation experiment reported here fits well
with a long-standing tradition in NLG of evaluating
systems with their target users in task-based evalu-
ations [104,65,114] (though such studies have been
less prevalent among data-to-text systems). This dis-
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tinguishes such studies from related work in Human-
Computer Interaction, where a methodology for evalu-
ation with real users remains a challenge [94]. Never-
theless, such evaluations present certain methodolog-
ical difficulties, principal among which is participant
recruitment.
The number of participants in the BT-45 evaluation
was relatively small. Given the relatively high variance
among participants in the performance scores (see Ta-
ble 1), this may have compromised the analysis. For
example, the lack of main effect of participant group
suggests that larger sample sizes are needed to identify
such differences if they exist. Nevertheless, obtaining
such large numbers of participants for an experiment of
this kind is difficult. Unlike a laboratory-based exper-
iment, the present study required medical profession-
als to take time off a busy schedule in order to partic-
ipate. In a clinical environment, this raises several lo-
gistical difficulties, not least the necessity of replacing
staff who are off-ward during the experiment.
In our current work on the new BabyTalk systems,
particularly BT-NURSE (Section 5.1), we are plan-
ning to conduct evaluations on-ward, both to overcome
these logistical difficulties, and to have the opportu-
nity to evaluate systems not only with real users, but
also within the real setting for which they are intended.
Such an evaluation would also serve to assess the util-
ity of NLG for decision support in a non-artificial set-
ting using real-time data.
4.2.5. Interim summary
BT-45 provided an opportunity to test the feasibility
of automatic summarisation in the NICU, comparing it
with existing technologies for data presentation, and
identifying some of the shortcomings of the technol-
ogy. The results of the evaluation have prompted sev-
eral follow-up analyses, focussing in particular on the
differences between human and computer summaries
that could account for the superiority of the former
over the latter in supporting decision-making. We have
discussed some of the main issues above, and are ac-
tively engaging in more detailed analyses of the exper-
imental results [103,43]. In the rest of this paper, we
describe how some of these insights are being taken
into account in developing systems for different user
groups in the neonatal context.
5. Generating summaries for different users
BT-45 generates textual summaries for nurses and
doctors, to help them make decisions about appropriate
treatments and other interventions. It was intended to
be a decision support tool, and was evaluated as such.
However, there are many other possible uses and users
of textual summaries of NICU data, and indeed textual
summaries of medical (and other) data more generally.
For example, textual summaries can be used by clin-
ical staff to support long-term planning (as opposed
to short-term decision making), to check for errors in
a patient record, and as an authoring aid for routine
documents. Textual summaries can be used by man-
agement as a quality assurance tool, to help identify
problems and successes. Last but not least, text sum-
maries can be used by patients, to reduce stress and
support informed decision making, to encourage be-
haviour change [104], and also to encourage friends
and families to give appropriate support.
Previous research projects in medical Natural Lan-
guage Generation have looked at many of these appli-
cations [17,12,56]. As observed in Section 3.3, these
projects differ from the BabyTalk vision in that they
have mostly focused on summarising small data sets
which cover only a very limited portion of a medical
record, and in particular do not include sensor data or
detailed data about actions performed by medical staff.
We are now working on several other BabyTalk sys-
tems, for different user groups; these will give us in-
sight on the utility in different contexts of textual sum-
maries generated from large EMR data sets. Specif-
ically we are working on BT-NURSE, which gener-
ates summaries for nurses to assist in shift handover
and care planning; BT-FAMILY, which generates sum-
maries for parents to keep them informed and re-
duce stress; and BT-CLAN, which generates summaries
for friends and family, to encourage them to provide
appropriate support. These systems are all currently
under development. Another system, BT-DOC, which
will generate summaries aimed for junior doctors, is
planned for the near future.
In this section, we discuss the research questions
which are being raised in the course of development of
BT-NURSE, BT-CLAN and BT-FAMILY.
5.1. BT-NURSE: Helping nurses plan care over a shift
The goal of BT-NURSE is to generate textual sum-
maries which will be included with nursing shift sum-
maries (possibly after editing by a human nurse).
Nurses at the Edinburgh NICU work 12 hour shifts,
during which they continuously enter data. Shift sum-
maries, of the sort exemplified in Figure 4(a), are pro-
duced by the electronic medical record system, which
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Background
The baby was born at 24 weeks weighing 460g. He is 2
days old and in intensive care.
Respiration
Current Status
The baby is currently on CMV. Ventilator BiPAP rate
(vent RR) is 55 breaths per minute. Pressures are 20/4.
Inspired oxygen (FIO2) is 27%. Ventilator tidal volume is
1.5. The most recent blood gas was taken 11 minutes ago.
Parameters are normal. Ph is 7.3. Concentration of carbon
dioxide (CO2) is 5.72kPa. A suction was done. There
were blood stained secretions and purulent secretions.
Events During the Shift
An ABG was taken at 23:09. There was evidence of respi-
ratory acidosis. [...] The baby was moved from BiPAP to
CMV. He had been intubated.
[...] Another ABG was taken in the early morning. There
was evidence of respiratory acidosis. Ph was 7.18. CO2
increased to 8.74kPa.
Blood gas parameters had improved by 06:28. [...] The
last blood gas was taken 11 minutes ago. Ph increased to
7.3. CO2 dropped to 5.72kPa.
Potential Problems
Purulent secretions during shift suggest risk of infection.
Fig. 10. Excerpt from a summary automatically generated by the
current version of BT-NURSE
collates data entered throughout the shift under head-
ings related to the physiological system to which they
are relevant. In addition, nurses add further informa-
tion by typing it directly into the system at the end of
their shift. Apart from the shift summary document, the
incoming and outgoing nurse also orally discuss the
babies they are caring for.
Shift summaries are used by the incoming nurse to
help plan how to best care for the baby. Ideally they
should give a summary of the baby’s history and cur-
rent status and describe how the baby has reacted to
previous interventions. Such an ‘ideal’ summary was
exemplified earlier in Figure 4(b). Figure 10 shows
an excerpt of a shift summary generated by the cur-
rent version of BT-NURSE, which reports exclusively
on events related to a baby’s respiratory condition. The
summary illustrates how we are trying to approach
the ideal, overcoming some of the shortcomings of
current presentation formats identified in Section 2.1:
unlike the BT-45 texts, it goes beyond the descrip-
tion of a series of events, giving backgound and cur-
rent state information, as well as pointing out potential
problems. Among the improvements envisaged for BT-
NURSE are better text planning to highlight temporal
and causal relationships between events, and coverage
of other physiological systems besides respiration. The
ultimate aim of BT-NURSE summaries is to help both
outgoing and incoming nurses. In the case of the for-
mer, the idea is to allow them to decide on whether to
include any of the generated text into their own writ-
ten notes, possibly with changes or revisions, or use
BT-NURE summaries in their entirety. In the case of in-
coming nurses, integrative summaries of this kind can
help to achieve better care planning.
From a scientific perspective, BT-NURSE raises a
number of important challenges, including the follow-
ing.
Identifying the time of events From a data analysis
perspective, perhaps the major new challenge in BT-
NURSE is identifying when events occurred. The in-
put data to BT-45 included fairly accurate information
about the timing of actions and events; this is because
it was taken from a special data set created for research
purposes. The input data to BT-NURSE includes much
less accurate timings; in many cases we know an event
occurred in a 60-minute interval but not where in that
interval. This problem occurs with much of the manu-
ally entered data, because observations, events and ac-
tions, such as those in Figure 3, are typically logged af-
ter they have taken place. We are working on using the
signal data to refine timings, by looking for patterns in
signals which can be correlated to the relevant actions
and events; some further aspects of this challenge are
discussed in Section 6.1.4. From the linguistic point of
view, the BT-NURSE microplanner has been designed
to use vague temporal expressions (such as in the early
morning in Figure 10) rather than precise times such
as at 06:00. In this way, events are situated in time in
an approximate manner, reflecting the temporal uncer-
tainty.
Reasoning about plans and goals From a data inter-
pretation and reasoning perspective, a major new chal-
lenge in BT-NURSE is making inferences about nursing
goals and plans. BT-45 described data but did not make
higher-level inferences about diagnoses and interven-
tion, which probably hurt its evaluation performance
because, as discussed in Section 4.2, it did not estimate
the importance of events in context, leading it to ignore
issues such as when artifacts should be mentioned. BT-
NURSE already makes inferences about potential prob-
lems and care actions, which are communicated in its
texts; our medical collaborators believe this is essen-
tial in assisting junior nurses to do better care planning.
Hence BT-NURSE will have to do even more higher-
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level reasoning, which in principle could involve nurs-
ing protocols (although we may not get this far).
Reasoning about goals also has an impact on the nar-
rative structure of the generated summaries. Some as-
pects of this emerged from our comparison of the two
summaries in Section 2.1. There, we argued that the
summary in Figure 4(b) was more goal-driven than the
one in Figure 4(a), emphasising certain events and re-
lationships which would draw the attention of a nurse
to the principal issues in drawing up a care plan.
Consistency and cohesion between overlapping texts
As shown in Figure 10, BT-NURSE texts are divided
roughly as in the corpus summary exemplified in Fig-
ure 4(b). Many of the sub-parts of the text have over-
lapping content, and from a document planning per-
spective, a major challenge in BT-NURSE is managing
this overlap: for example, deciding when information
needs to be repeated and when a simple reference to a
previous portion of the text suffices, and also ensuring
that the different parts are consistent when discussing
similar facts. In short, some of the continuity problems
identified above for BT-45 become more crucial in the
context of BT-NURSE.
As an example of how continuity and cohesion
needs to be better managed, consider the mention of
the most recent blood gas in the Current Status sec-
tion of Figure 10. This test is described here because it
has immediate bearing on an assessment of the baby’s
current state; however, it is also mentioned again un-
der Events During the Shift. Since this is the last such
test undertaken in the relevant period prior to summary
generation, it is now referred to as the last blood gas.
However, the text does not make it clear that this is
the same test that was mentioned at the beginning of
the summary, giving rise to potential confusion. This
example illustrates the non-trivial decisions that need
to be taken, involving when to introduce certain facts
and when to mention them again in a later portion of
the text, as a function of the purpose of the discourse
(for example, whether a particular section is intended
to give an overview of a current state of affairs, or
whether it is narrating a sequence of events).
Reference Given the overlapping structure of the var-
ious sub-sections in a shift summary, BT-NURSE texts
will need to include references to entities, actions,
analysis, etc made elsewhere in the text, making ref-
erence a much more central issue than it was in BT-
45. Our earlier example of the two references to the
same blood gas sample is also a good illustration of
the problem of reference and anaphora: the initial ref-
erence says most recent, which makes sense given that
the purpose of that section is to describe current sta-
tus, but how should the second reference be rendered?
The question is complicated by the fact that the text
mentions several blood gas samples in the Events Dur-
ing the Shift section (e.g. the sentences starting with
An/other ABG was taken...) before the most recent one
is mentioned for the second time. One possibility is
to use a document-deictic reference [90], such as the
blood gas mentioned under Current Status. It seems
that using the last, as the system currently does for the
second reference, does not make the link sufficiently
clear.
The question of anaphoric reference has been treated
to some extent in the generation literature, with the
primary focus on pronouns and reduced descriptions
[48,67,71]. However, a strategy for repeated references
in BT-NURSE must interact with the outcomes of text
planning [68]. As our example illustrates, there is an
interaction between content selection for referring ex-
pressions and the goals of particular segments of text,
something which has not received much attention in
the NLG literature (exceptions to this trend include the
work of McCoy [78] and Jordan [62]).
5.1.1. Prospects for evaluation
Our planned evaluation for BT-NURSE is intended
to overcome some of the methodological difficulties
outlined in Section 4.2.4. In particular, we are plan-
ning to deploy BT-NURSE live within the NICU, over
a period of six months. Hence, unlike the BT-45 eval-
uation, which was based on archived patient data, the
evaluation of BT-NURSE will be based on live data
about current babies, with nurses looking at BT-NURSE
texts about babies currently under their care. Although
deploying BT-NURSE on the ward does not raise any
novel research issues beyond those related to devel-
oping the core generation technology, it does require
addressing a number of software engineering issues
which were much less important in BT-45. More im-
portantly, it raises questions related to the design of the
study.
Carrying it out in a real setting implies less control
over the sample of participants. The hectic rhythm of
activity in the NICU also imposes limitations on what
participants should be required to do. Our plan is to
perform different evaluations with outgoing and in-
coming nurses. The former will be shown a summary
generated about the baby they are caring for, and asked
to rate each segment of the summary in terms of its util-
ity and correctness. The same ratings will be elicited
for the summary as a whole. They will also be free to
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comment on any aspect of the summary they feel is rel-
evant. The purpose of this part of the evaluation is thus
to assess to what extent BT-NURSE is capable of facil-
itating the work of an outgoing nurse in writing a shift
summary. The task of an incoming nurse, on the other
hand, is to plan the shift based on the information in a
summary. Hence, incoming nurses will be asked to first
formulate a care plan based on the usual information
sources (including the oral handover by the outgoing
nurse), then read a BT-NURSE summary and highlight
any changes in their plan as a result. Since care plans
are not typically written, we envisage a ‘think-aloud’
protocol for this part of the study.
5.2. BT-FAMILY: Informing stressed parents about
the status of their baby
BT-FAMILY builds on an earlier parent information
system developed at Edinburgh, called BabyLink [39].
Its purpose is to generate informative summaries for
parents of pre-term babies, to keep them up to date
about how their child is doing. Having a child in neona-
tal care can potentially cause a considerable amount of
stress and anxiety for the parents. At such a time ef-
fective communication between medical staff and par-
ents is needed not only to inform, but also to reas-
sure. Whilst medical staff are usually very willing to
talk to parents, the provision of additional informa-
tion through person-to-person communication may not
be fully adequate, given the time constraints of both
staff and parents (who often have other family mat-
ters to attend to, including other children). Therefore
BT-FAMILY is being designed to provide parents with
regular information summaries about the condition of
their child. Additionally, BT-FAMILY will explore how
such information must be tailored so that it is takes the
emotionally sensitive state of the parent into account
and avoids the possibility of creating any additional
distress. Information summaries created by the system
will be presented using a Web-based interface, which
can be accessed remotely, using a password.
From a scientific perspective, an obvious challenge
in BT-FAMILY is to present information in a suitable
way to non-experts. This topic has been addressed in a
number of previous research projects, where reader ex-
pertise has been used to inform decisions about lexical
choice and terminology [80] and document structure
[91]. In a similar vein, Williams [127] varied a number
of linguistic parameters based on literacy level. We are
doing some work along these lines (one complication
is that parents often say they prefer ’medicalese’ texts,
even if they don’t understand them [63]).
However, the primary research focus in BT-FAMILY
is on how information with high emotional impact (i.e.,
updates on the the status of a very sick baby) should be
communicated textually to a reader (the parent) who is
probably under a considerable amount of stress. Previ-
ous work on Affective NLG has tentatively shown the
possibility of dynamically generating variations of a
text based on constraints related to its emotional im-
pact [55,27,26]. However, this work has tended to stop
short of empirical evaluation of its claims [9]. More re-
cent work has shown that textual variations can have
an emotional impact on the reader [123], but this has
primarily focussed on artificial experimental contexts,
where it is unclear how much subjects care about the
information they are given. BT-FAMILY, in contrast,
communicates real information of high emotional im-
pact to people who deeply care about it.
BT-FAMILY’s first task is to estimate the stress level
of the parent reading the text. The predictive model
we are creating is based on previous research, which
has shown (not surprisingly) that the best predictor of
stress level is how well the baby is doing, and whether
the baby is getting better or worse [28]. The second
task is to adapt generated text according to predicted
parental stress. Knowledge acquisition studies (discus-
sions with experts, analysis of corpus texts, limited in-
teraction with parents) has suggested a number of pos-
sibilities. One suggestion is simply to say less to peo-
ple who are stressed, because stress reduces the ability
to absorb information; a related principle is to avoid
numbers, acronyms, and other technical details if the
reader is stressed. Another idea is to add reassurances
and explanations for moderately stressed readers (these
might not be appropriate for highly-stressed readers as
they make texts longer). We will implement and ex-
plore these ideas over the next year.
From a practical perspective, one of the difficulties
in carrying out this research is its ethical dimension.
For example, detailed knowledge acquisition activities
with parents of NICU babies is necessarily restricted
because of concerns about the adverse effect such in-
teraction might have on people who were already un-
der severe stress. For similar reasons it will probably
not be possible to evaluate BT-FAMILY with parents of
current NICU babies, although we will be able to do
so with parents whose babies were in NICU but are no
longer there. We suspect similar ethical considerations
are likely to constrain other research into communicat-
ing emotionally sensitive information to stressed indi-
viduals.
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5.3. BT-CLAN: Soliciting support from friends and
family
The goal of BT-CLAN is twofold: (a) to reduce the
communication burden of parents and (b) to encour-
age friends and family (the social network) to provide
appropriate emotional and practical support to the par-
ents. Parents may find it overly time-consuming to pro-
vide updates about the baby to their social network,
when they are already busy with their sick infant. Yet,
members of the social network need to know how the
baby is and what assistance parents need if they are to
give appropriate support.
BT-CLAN is informed by findings in evolutionary an-
thropology which suggest that there is a consistent hi-
erarchical structure to human social relationships [32].
Individuals typically have 3 to 5 people who are very
close to them, 12 to 20 people who are close but less
intimate, 30 to 50 people with whom they associate on
a regular basis, and a larger group (typically in the hun-
dreds) who are merely acquaintances. Our user studies
have indicated that people in each group want different
kinds of information at different levels of detail. One
of the notable aspects of these findings is that network
members tend to want more information about the par-
ents than about the baby [83]. Members of the closest
group are likely to want a regular high-level summary
of how the baby and the parents are doing. In contrast,
members of the less close groups want less informa-
tion, less often. BT-CLAN asks parents to place friends
and relatives into appropriate groups, and to give infor-
mation about themselves and their support needs. The
user model is then applied to define what information
members in each group should receive.
The system, which is currently under development,
will be under the control of the parents, who can
specify what information different friends and family
should receive, and also what help they would like to
get. Based on this input, BT-CLAN sends automatic up-
dates to network members about the baby and the par-
ents, and also about ways in which network members
can help, from practical tasks such as providing child-
care and help with laundry, to emotional support. The
aim of BT-CLAN is thus to relieve parents of the burden
of responding to individual information requests.
One of the challenges in BT-CLAN is to allow for
‘prevarication’ which may occur when parents con-
sciously seek to give false information about the state
of their baby to certain network members. This may
be motivated by concerns about the wellbeing of the
members themselves. For example the parents may not
want an elderly relative with heart problems to be in-
formed that the baby is getting worse. Similarly, mis-
information may be a defensive measure on the part
of the parents, for example when they find a network
member’s interest in the baby overly intrusive, and may
not want to give away too much information. In such
situations, parents may want such a network member
to be told that the baby is making progress, even if this
is not in fact the case. To the best of our knowledge,
very little research as been done on the automated gen-
eration of ‘misinformation’ on behalf of an individ-
ual. One question that arises is when such misinforma-
tion is appropriate, and when it is better to simply hide
information; another issue is how to maintain consis-
tency across several reports sent to the recipient, when
the latter is being systematically misinformed.
6. Discussion
In this section, we discuss some of the broader chal-
lenges raised by the work described in the previous two
sections. We group these under the two headings out-
lined in Section 1.
6.1. Data-to-Text Issues and challenges
6.1.1. Narrative Structure: Building a Coherent Story
Throughout the foregoing discussion, we have high-
lighted several features of narrative discourse which
the family of systems under construction will need to
address. It is worth summarising these features and
setting out the challenges they pose to NLG systems,
against the background of the BT-45 evaluation and our
current work.
Goal-driven content selection Labov’s work on the
narratives that people produce as part of everyday ver-
bal interaction has emphasised the fact that these dis-
courses generally focus on a small set of events which
are linked and which the narrator is including because
they are germane to some overall communicative goal
[73,74]. We have argued that the same charactistics are
found in nurse shift summaries (see Section 2.2), and
that the lack of goal-driven content selection was one
of the weaknesses of BT-45 (Section 4.2). This kind
of goal-driven communication goes beyond that typ-
ically investigated in NLG (e.g. [55]) or in computa-
tional creativity models of story generation [45]. In ad-
dition to the a priori goals typically handled by these
models, our scenarios require subsidiary goals to be
identified by reasoning with data, in order to find the
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possible courses of action that the reader may need
to take. A generation procedure capable of identifying
such events, and of producing a narrative that will fo-
cus the reader’s attention on some courses of action,
would be very much in line with a view of narrative
as an ‘instruction’ to the reader to actively construct a
mental model of a situation which can then be used to
support further reasoning [47,133].
Temporal grounding Though psycholinguistic work
on narrative has emphasised the centrality of the tem-
poral dimension [133,131], relatively little work has
been done on the expression of time in NLG [86], as
compared to Natural Language Understanding [125,
82,76]. The crucial challenge here is to be able to gen-
erate a reasonably long text, possibly with several nar-
rative time shifts and following relatively fixed doc-
ument structure conventions, from which the reader
can nevertheless relate different events to eachother in
time. From a linguistic point of view, this requires a
production-oriented model of time in language which
accounts not only for the correct use of tense and as-
pect, but also its interaction with adverbial modifica-
tion and event anaphora (that is, nominal reference to
events mentioned previously in the discourse). More-
over, tenses interact with discourse mode [16,111]. In
particular, whether a section of a summary is about a
patient’s current state, or whether it is talking about
events during a shift, will influence the choice of tenses
and the way events are related to eachother or to the
time of utterance.
Causality Readers have been shown to make in-
ferences about causality and motivation continuously
while reading a narrative text [47]. In addition to the
burden it places on the reasoning component, causal-
ity also raises linguistic questions, especially relating
to how it should be expressed, and whether it needs to
be made explicit given the reader’s level of expertise.
The temporal contiguity of two events may suffice for
an expert to infer a causal relationship, while less ex-
pert readers may need an explicit indicator. From a lin-
guistic point of view, the expression of causality will
of course interact with the expression of time.
Referential coherence In addition to temporal coher-
ence, there is also plenty of psycholinguistic evidence
that keeping track of entities in discourse via reference
is another central dimension in narrative understanding
[133]. We have already discussed some of the require-
ments that our current systems impose on the genera-
tion of referring expressions (Section 5.1).
Satisfying all these requirements imples many de-
velopments at every level of the data-to-text architec-
ture. We discuss the consequences in the following
sub-sections.
6.1.2. Context-sensitive Document Planning
Generating coherent narratives requires a more so-
phisticated model of Document Planning than that
used in BT-45, whose heuristics were largely based on
event importance, with little consideration of how im-
portance changes as a function of context. For exam-
ple, the scenario summarised in Figure 6 had the man-
agement of temperature as one of its main target ac-
tions. In this case, the Human and Graphical conditions
gave better results than the BT-45 text, which contains
only three references to T1 (compared to 5 in the hu-
man text, which also include a reference to peripheral
temperature, T2). The first two are at the beginning
Core Temperature (T1) = 36.9. Peripheral Tempera-
ture (T2) = 36.6. and the last at the very end Previously
T1 had rapidly increased to 35.0. There are three main
issues that a context-aware document planner must ad-
dress, and which go beyond a purely bottom-up strat-
egy.
Continuity As discussed in Section 4.2, BT-45 some-
times omitted ‘unimportant’ events which then gave
rise to apparent inconsistencies. Thus, the statement
that T1 had rapidly increased to 35.0 does not make
sense given the previously mentioned value of 36.9;
an intermediate fall in temperature needed to be re-
ported as well. Interestingly, while this shortcoming
was criticised by participants in our evaluation experi-
ment, some of the apparent continuity problems in the
human texts were not. This suggests that some kinds
of discontinuity can be tolerated as long as the global
picture of the parameter evolution over time is main-
tained.
Selection of events from related sources The BT-45
document planner often did not select events from
sources which, from an expert’s point of view, need
to be described in tandem. For example, the text un-
der discussion did often mentioned T1 on its own,
whereas the human texts always report T1 and T2 to-
gether. The same strategy is also evident in the nurse
shift summary of Figure 4(b), where experts tend to
group events related to the same physiological systems
(e.g. respiration, thermo-regulation, nutrition etc.) and
events derived from the same sensor. Thus, a Docu-
ment Planner needs to make use of domain knowledge
to link different parameters and structure different sub-
sections.
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Going beyond importance BT-45’s importance-based
content selection was coupled with thresholds to con-
trol text length, with the importance of each event com-
puted in a independent manner. Not only does this ig-
nore context, but it also fails to consider whether an
event in itself represents a problem, or whether men-
tioning it will contribute to the main goal of getting a
reader to attend to a particular set of tasks. This con-
tent selection strategy may therefore be better suited
to summarisation rather than decision support. For ex-
ample, in Figures 5 and 6, both summaries use a large
amount of text to describe the re-intubation period (pe-
riod from 17:00 to 17:15) but the human one always
reported the temperatures in each paragraph while BT-
45 was focused on events of very high importance
and did not have enough space to add less important
events (re-intubation is much more important than vari-
ation in temperature). More relevant content can only
be achieved by a mechanism that addresses the global
context. For example, if temperatures are below the
normal value during much of the period being sum-
marised, temperature-related events should be given
more importance, whereas a successful re-intubation
should be summarised in less detail.
All these issues point towards a strategy whereby the
Document Planner performs a high-level overview or
assessment, with further details being included to sup-
port the initial appraisal. Whether this strategy is appli-
cable in a generic way is unclear; it relates to the gen-
eral issue of how a data-to-text system could be linked
to a medical diagnosis system.
6.1.3. Knowledge acquisition and modelling
It should be clear from the architecture of the dif-
ferent systems that the ontology is an essential com-
ponent in our systems, linking data to its linguistic ex-
pression and supporting reasoning. Building a domain
specific ontology is a time consuming, challenging and
frustrating task (it is very rare that experts agree on a
unique ontology). In BT-45, we chose to build an ontol-
ogy from the ground up, but this may not be a satisfac-
tory strategy for medium to large scale systems which
aim for more general applicability. For example, BT-
45 manipulated around 550 concepts. Our first attempt
to fit the ontology to the actual clinical database using
synchronization with UMLS led to about 1900 concepts
and 70 properties. However, the end product needed to
be refined due to coherence problems between UMLS
and the application domain (e.g. UMLS does not have a
DESATURATION concept and is not always consistent
[21]).
Another fundamental difference is that the Neonate
database used for the development of BT-45 contains
intervals during which events are happening whereas
the actual clinical databases contain information about
events that have happened. Thus, moving from BT-45
to the systems described in Section 5 has involved a
transition from an emphasis on actions (e.g. being in-
tubated) to an emphasis on states (e.g. the baby is in-
tubated, and this has occurred at some time within the
preceding period). The expert rules acquired for BT-45
need to be adapted to deal with this new representa-
tion since events in the NICU database cannot be eas-
ily represented as time intervals with an accurate start
and end time. Moreover, in line with our increased em-
phasis on narrative, future systems will need to per-
form high-level reasoning about problems, symptoms,
actions and goals, using these to detect events of inter-
est and reason about relations between them. For in-
stance, if a ventilation parameter has been raised fol-
lowing a decrease in saturation, but this did not re-
solve the problem of falling oxygen levels, then the text
should emphasise the fact that a goal did not succeed.
Of course, such reasoning requires an exponential in-
crease in the number of rules; we are investigating how
the OWL ontology we are using could be exploited to
carry more of the burden of reasoning than was the
case in BT-45. An even greater reasoning challenge,
which harks back to the classic problem of open versus
closed-world reasoning, is to infer absence of events
or negation. These feature quite frequently in free-text
nursing notes in our database, which include observa-
tions such as she is on no treatment for hypotension or
blood was taken for an arterial blood gas 12 minutes
ago but the result is not available. In addition to the
knowledge needed to generate such messages, there is
also the problem of ascertaining that events have not
been recorded because they have indeed not occurred
(rather than through oversight, or because they were
noted in free text elsewhere in the database). Thus, it
may be safer for the system to state that no record of
a particular event has been found, rather than stating
categorically that such an event did not occur. The ten-
dency to give false alarms or false diagnoses is one of
the main reasons behind the success or failure of deci-
sion support systems, since it determines whether they
are perceived as unreliable.
Finally, all these factors need to find expression in
natural language. Microplanning in BT-45 assumed a
relatively straightforward mapping between ontology
concepts and linguistic expressions. However, more
sophisticated linguistic interpretation is needed, using
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a more fine-grained temporal ontology for natural lan-
guage which may diverge from the core domain on-
tology. As an example, consider the identification of
event times, which depends in part on whether an event
is of relatively long duration, and on whether it culmi-
nates in some result. Thus, in one scenario, a BT-45
text stated that After 6 attempts, at 14:17 a peripheral
venous line was inserted successfully. But 14:17 was
actually the time of the first attempt and not the time
at which the venous line was finally inserted. The mi-
croplanner therefore needs to reason about the internal
structure of events and their telicity. These distinctions
underlie much of the discussion of the lexical aspect of
events in the formal semantic literature [124,30,82].
6.1.4. Temporal reasoning: Expressing vague or
uncertain events
Most of the data handled by the data-to-text systems
has a temporal nature (as opposed to data consisting of
static characteristics such as gender, parental relation-
ship etc.), but is stored in classical databases due to the
absence of dedicated temporal databases on the mar-
ket [118]. This situation, as well as the fact that most
of the data is recorded manually, leads to several prob-
lems of temporal representation and uncertainty, with
consequences for reasoning and linguistic expression.
In the data that our systems process, timestamps
usually refer not to the time of occurrence of an event,
but to the transaction time (i.e. the time at which an
observation was logged). The difference between the
two can be very large and the problem is exacerbated
when events are reported at different temporal gran-
ularities. Free text data often uses coarse granularity
(e.g. parent visited yesterday), while physiological sig-
nals are sampled at the frequency of once per sec-
ond (e.g. bradycardia at 17:32:25). Imprecision implies
that the temporal order of events cannot always be es-
tablished, and makes reasoning more complex. While
there has been some work to extend classical tempo-
ral reasoning theories, such as the Event Calculus, to
deal with data at different time granularities [20], the
formalisms that handle temporal uncertainty using do-
main knowledge either rely on fuzzy sets [31,7] or on
probabilities [50,108]. To the best of our knowledge,
these formalisms are rarely deployed in real-world sce-
narios and do not provide solutions to the integration of
domain knowledge in order to constrain temporal in-
formation. One approach currently being investigated
involves the use of different sources of information
(databases, signals, free-texts) to detect the most pos-
sible occurrence time of inaccurately recorded events
against a predefined temporal model [41].
Another major difficulty concerns abstraction or in-
terpretation. Although they are rarely separated in the
literature [113,130], we distinguish temporal abstrac-
tion, which represents a set of events into a single
more abstract description, from temporal interpreta-
tion, which infers associations between events and re-
lies much more on domain knowledge. Broadly speak-
ing, temporal abstraction produces information that is
nominal in nature (e.g., a sequence of events) whereas
temporal interpretation yields representations that are
more akin to propositions (e.g., A is linked to B, A
is successful). The problem is that imprecision at the
data level percolates up to the knowledge level, where
inferences need to be made with varying degrees of
certainty. For example, given a change in the ventila-
tor (V) recorded after the occurrence of a desaturation
(D) detected on the signals, and the knowledge that an
increase in ventilation is usually performed to coun-
teract a desaturation, a reasoning system could derive,
as its most possible hypothesis, that V was caused by
D, though there is no certainty of this given the un-
certainty in the occurrence time of D and the fact that
a desaturation can be resolved spontaneously. We are
currently investigating techniques relying on possibil-
ity theory [31] which have shown interesting results in
ICU diagnosis with accurately timestamped data [89].
It should be clear from the foregoing discussion
that though domain knowledge reduces uncertainty, it
does not eliminate it. Hence, uncertainty and vague-
ness need to be communicated. Though recent work
in Natural Language Understanding has addressed the
task of extracting temporal relations in medical free-
texts [107], less attention has been paid to the expres-
sion of uncertainty in NLG systems using mechanisms
such as vague predicates [120] and modals [69]. The
use of some of these mechanisms is exemplified in the
following free text fragment:
Frequent and sometimes profound desaturations with
bradycardia. Cultured and started on gentamicin to cover
possible sepsis.
This text uses vague temporal expressions and rela-
tions (frequent, sometimes, with), expressions of pos-
sibility (possible) and a vague term to describe magni-
tude (profound).
Of course, as technology improves and data collec-
tion becomes increasingly automated, uncertainty in
data is expected to reduce. However, language in the
medical domain is replete with vague descriptions (e.g.
the patient is doing well, the baby is blue), and uncer-
tainty will always arise from reasoning with such data.
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Hence, a unified theory that handles both vagueness
and uncertainty is required. Our work on the BabyTalk
systems has led to some exploration of these issues
[95].
6.1.5. Extraction of Information from Raw Data and
Free Texts
The data available for data-to-text technology is of-
ten raw or unstructured, whether it is in the form of
time series, images, video or free text. Thus, tech-
niques from signal processing and Natural Language
Understanding are relevant for this kind of technology.
Signal processing in BT-45 was relatively simple
(see Section 4.1.2). More sophisticated approaches re-
lying on probabilistic modelling, such as switching
Kalman filters [99,4] would give more accurate re-
sults. However, as pointed out by Aleks [4], these
methods are quite time-consuming and the number of
tests performed increases dramatically with the num-
ber of searched patterns. Since summarisation systems
require a lower degree of accuracy than diagnosis sys-
tems, a trade-off in favour of efficiency may be de-
sirable. Nevertheless, future BabyTalk systems require
improved methods to detect artifacts, especially be-
cause some artifacts have a signature which comes
close to that of actual patterns of interest, increas-
ing the likelihood of false classifications. Sometimes
noise occurs during a period where a real event is in
progress; hence the problem is not only to filter arti-
factual values but also to reconstruct the actual values
based on surrounding context. This problem is far from
being solved and comparative studies have not suc-
ceeded in identifying a single method of choice [93].
In BT-45, no free-text was used to produce the fi-
nal texts. However, these notes contain very valuable
information, including the justification for medication,
descriptions of medical or surgical interventions, in-
formation about a baby’s parents, etc. These free texts
are often highly unstructured, with lots of abbrevi-
ations, grammatical errors and local jargon. We are
currently employing Information Extraction (IE) tech-
niques [107] to automatically extract information from
these free-text notes. One of the challenges is to be
able to identify redundant information, which is al-
ready available elsewhere in the database. This is non-
trivial because free text, unlike database entries, is not
timestamped.
Finally, our systems do not employ any visual infor-
mation such as medical imaging or video recordings
on the ward. However, doctors and nurses have repeat-
edly told us that they get a lot of useful information by
visually observing babies. We intend to discuss with
colleagues in the computer vision area the feasibility
of bringing such information on the ward.
6.2. Decision and information support issues and
challenges
6.2.1. Textual summaries as a gateway to large
multimodal databases
All the BabyTalk systems are designed to gener-
ate textual descriptions of continuous and discrete (nu-
meric and symbolic) multimodal data. Although our
evaluation of BT-45 explicitly compared text against
graphical presentation, we are not claiming that data-
to-text technology has a definite superiority over vi-
sual approaches such as those reviewed in Section 3.1.
Many visualisation techniques address issues that are
complementary to those addressed in this paper. For
example, the knowledge-based KNAVE II system [77]
enables the visual exploration of laboratory data over
a period of time and their interpretations (e.g. normal
or abnormal values, bone marrow toxicity, etc). How-
ever, while these systems are very effective with ex-
perienced users, junior clinicians may not benefit as
much from such presentations. This observation was
confirmed by our evaluation of BT-45, which showed
that junior clinicians performed better with textual pre-
sentations whereas senior clinicians’ decisions are less
subject to the presentation modality. Moreover, differ-
ent types of data may be better suited to visualization
or textual summarisation. Thus offering mutlimodal
presentation (texts, graphs, images, sounds, videos of
baby, etc. ) would allow the user to choose the one
which best fits her level of expertise and her own pref-
erences. Ideally the presentation modalities could be
linked with cross-references and otherwise integrated
[5]. But whatever the chosen presentation, the data-
to-text technology could be used to provide an initial
overview (that is, a gateway) of the data to guide the
user to the most salient information in the database.
As pointed out by Andre´ [5], multimedia presentations
follow similar structuring principles to those found in
text, thus the extension of our systems to deal with
multimodal presentation would not require the modifi-
cation of the core architecture of the systems.
Another important improvement would be to make
the BT-Systems interactive by including hyperlinks
[88] which users could click on to generate a more de-
tailed summary about particular events or to pop up
the graphical representation of the raw data related to
specific periods. Once again, KNAVE II [77] offers a
good example, in that it enables users to query patient
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databases to retrieve raw and abstracted low frequency
data and display this on the screen for more accurate
decision making in the oncology domain.
6.2.2. Description vs Recommendation Systems
Clinical decision support systems can be roughly di-
vided into 3 families according to their output type:
(a) systems that emphasize particular data (BT-45 is
one of these) or enable interactive exploration (such
as KNAVE II); (b) diagnosis systems (MYCIN being a
classic example) ; and (c) recommender systems such
as those which handle computerised clinical guide-
lines. Automatic recommendation or diagnosis is still
a sensitive subject in medical practice and, with a few
exceptions [29], has resisted commercialisation and
widespread adoption on the ward. For example, recent
work on the SONOCONSULT system [98] in the sonog-
raphy domain, showed that clinicians preferred its data
exploration service and tended not to favour its diag-
nosing service even though they acknowledged its cor-
rectness. However, the boundary between diagnosis,
recommendation and summarisation may be not com-
pletely crisp. Systems like BT-45 could be extended
to increase the amount of advice given in some parts
of the generated text. This is one of the issues being
considered in the development of BT-NURSE. As an
example, Figure 11 illustrates how the same piece of
data could be include recommendation and diagnosis
to different degrees. With 100% diagnosis we would
have a classical diagnosis system (which would state,
for example, that the patient has pneumonia); 100%
recommendation would yield a system akin to com-
puterised guidelines (which would, for example, rec-
ommend a nurse to check urine output). Using NLG to
fine tune the amount of advice in the output seems a
very promising approach to overcome the current lim-
itations of diagnosis and recommender systems.
6.2.3. Data-to-text technology to enhance
transnational e-health
There is a growing interest in making health systems
and patient data accessible from any country. For in-
stance, the EU is considering health data sharing in its
public policy agenda and conducts evaluations of its
members’ health systems, taking e-health infrastruc-
tures into account [52]. Large databases are being de-
signed to gather terabytes of data (by hospitals, GPs,
etc.) that will enable more accurate diagnosis of an in-
dividual patient’s condition, the ability to mine popu-
lation data to track health trends, etc. Access to these
large databases is required because in future, patients
will cross borders more often in search of cheaper or
raw data
interpretation
diagnosis
interpretation recommendation
T1 is 39
T1 is high
T1 is too
high
The patient has fever
The patient has
pneumonia
Check
temperature
Temperature is too high.
Check urine output and
respiration rate.
The patient has bacterial
pneumonia. Order chest
xray and start antibiotics.
Fig. 11. Example of decision support output from the same data at
variable degrees of recommendation and diagnosis.
more specialised care. While there is currently a drive
to design such databases, with adequate data formats
and exchange protocols, solutions to make this data
readable from any country in any language will eventu-
ally also needed. In the long run, data-to-text technol-
ogy may provide part of the answer, particularly since
it can be extended in principle to a multilingual setup.
Multilinguality will mainly impact microplanning
and realisation, and we are investigating the extent to
which these tasks can be defined in a generic fashion
while externalising language-specific resources. The
NLG community has in recent years seen moves to-
wards making non-domain specific resources avail-
able, particularly where realisation components are
concerned [33,126]. However, these are seldom explic-
itly designed to support multilingual applications, with
some exceptions [8]. The prospects for generic mi-
croplanning components seem more daunting, not least
because while there is consensus on what the primary
tasks of this component are [102], their architectural
organisation tends to differ from system to system [81].
Nor is it clear to what extent the nature of tasks such
as aggregation is dependent on the target language. To
our knowledge, there has been no systematic investiga-
tion of these issues from the point of view of multilin-
guality.
7. Conclusions
This paper has described recent and ongoing work
on data-to-text systems in the domain of Neonatal In-
tensive Care. We have described the implementation
and evaluation of one system, BT-45, using this as a
starting point to identify the major challenges which
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are currently being faced in generating medical sum-
maries for different kinds of users.
Our approach to these challenges has relevance be-
yond the medical domain. As data collection tech-
niques improve, so do demands for more accurate and
informed decision making, but this often gives rise to
serious problems of information overload. We have
argued that the automatic generation of textual sum-
maries constitutes a viable solution to this problem,
especially if it is exploited in conjunction with other
ways of handling data, such as visualisation. Moreover,
our evaluations so far have suggested that, where ef-
fectiveness for decision support is concerned, the tech-
nology is on a par with existing methods. However, we
have also pointed out several directions for future re-
search. A central theme that emerges from our work
is the importance of narrative as the overarching strat-
egy for the summarisation of data in which time plays
a central role, with important consequences at every
level of the architecture of a system.
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8. Appendix: Glossary of medical terms used in
the article
ABG An Arterial Blood Gas, that is, a blood gas where the sam-
ple is taken from an artery.
Apnoea Temporary cessation of breathing.
Arterial line/catheter Narrow tube inserted into an artery for
measuring blood pressure or for obtaining a blood sample.
Blood gas A blood test carried out to determine pH levels in the
blood, as well as oxygen, carbon dioxide and bicarbonate lev-
els.
Bradycardia A brief episode of low heart rate.
Core temperature (T1) Temperature at the core of the body, typ-
ically measured at the chest region.
Desaturation Fall in oxygen saturation.
Extubation Action of removing an endotracheal tube from the
baby’s trachea.
FIO2 Fraction of inspired of oxygen setting on the ventilator.
HR Heart rate from electrocardiogram leads or arterial catheter.
ICU Intensive Care Unit.
IV line See peripheral venous line.
Incubator Enclosed cot for the baby with controlled tempera-
ture, humidity and oxygen.
Intubation A procedure whereby a a tube is inserted into the tra-
chea to help a patient’s breathing (also called endotracheal in-
tubation).
Mean BP Mean blood pressure as measured via the arterial
catheter.
Neopuff Provision of inflationary breaths using a bag via a mask
or endotracheal tube connector.
NICU Neonatal Intensive Care Unit.
Peripheral temperature (T2) Temperature measured at the pe-
riphery of the body, typically at the toe.
Peripheral venous line Narrow tube inserted into a vein in a
limb.
Phototherapy Treatment involving the exposure of the skin to
UV light.
Re-intubation Procedure of changing an endotracheal tube.
Re-site probes/sensors Moving a probe or sensor to another lo-
cation on the baby.
SaO2 Oxygen saturation in the blood as measured by pulse
oximetry.
SpO2 Pulse oximeter sensor.
Suction Removal of secretions from the oro/naso pharyngeal
area and or from an endotracheal tube.
TcPCO2 Partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the blood as mea-
sured by the transcutaneous sensor.
TcPO2 Partial pressure of oxygen in the blood as measured by
the transcutaneous sensor.
Transcutaneous sensor Sensor on the baby’s skin for measuring
TcPO2 and TcPCO2.
Ventilation Respiratory support for babies who are unable or too
immature to breathe independently.
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